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Adult
Rubber Boots
Kunto Mid Warm

Insulated Rubber Work Boot

1-46600
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-48

31.08.22

Kunto Mid Vinter is a waterproof mid-cut boot designed to handle demanding work and wet conditions. A rubberized canvas cuff with a top
toggle closure prevents helps keep mud and water out. The entire boot is warmly lined for extra insulation with a slim to standard fit throughout the shaft and extra-wide fit around the ankle that promotes natural movement and comfort that never quits. The outer rubber sole has a
standard lug pattern for a solid grip to keep you on your feet throughout the day.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Warmlined
• Cuff to protect from rain
• Removable insole
• PVC free

Falk Neo

1-46100

Award Winning High Performance Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

37-48

31.08.22

Falk Neo is a versatile hybrid boot for hunters and herdsmen, rated ”Best All-Around Boot” by Villmarksliv (2019). Falk Neo offers the ultimate
performance on muddy trails and rugged terrain. A multi-layer Light Weight Rubber (LWR) shell, a steel shank, and an integrated toe cap
deliver added protection and durability. Falk Neo is equipped with Viking’s unique UGC® sole- a rugged outer sole with deep multidirectional
lugs covering the outer sole and arch for a high traction grip outdoors.
4 Green

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Neoprene
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Quick-dry lining
• Neoprene lining for insolation
and comfort.
• High-comfort moldable insole
• PVC free

Trophy 4

1-49450

Award Winning High Performance Boot

4 Green

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-48

31.07.22

Viking’s Trophy IV boot is an award-winning, year-over-year customer favorite offering the ultimate performance on muddy trails and rugged
terrain. These boots are constructed from a low-density rubber compound that lightens the boot’s overall weight without compromising quality.
Rubber is triple-layered throughout the foot of the boot for added stability and durability. Trophy IV has a high-rise shaft and adjustable gusset
that sits at the top of the boot to battle the elements and help keep you dry. Designed for hunters and herdsmen, these boots come equipped with
Viking’s unique UGC® sole- a rugged outer sole with deep multidirectional lugs covering the outer sole, even the arch, for a perfect high traction
grip outdoors. The shaft is lined with a hard-wearing and quick-drying polyester lining. The contoured EVA insole is designed for all-day comfort
and is removable for quick drying. This boot features a standard fit throughout the shaft and ankle, with a more spacious foot area.
Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Quick-dry lining
• Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit
• High-comfort moldable insole
• PVC free

Trophy Camo 5

1-49455

Award Winning High Performance Boot

850 Brown/Multi

Price:

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.07.22

Viking’s Trophy V boot is an award-winning, year-over-year customer favorite offering the ultimate performance on muddy trails and rugged
terrain with a stealth camouflage pattern. These boots are constructed from a low-density rubber compound that lightens the boot’s overall
weight without compromising quality. Rubber is triple-layered throughout the foot of the boot for added stability and durability. Trophy V has a
high-rise shaft and adjustable gusset strap that sits at the top of the boot to battle the elements and help keep you dry with a secure fit.
Designed for hunters and herdsmen, these boots come equipped with Viking’s unique UGC® sole- a rugged outer sole with deep multidirectional
lugs covering the outer sole, even the arch, for a perfect high traction grip outdoors. The shaft is lined with a hard-wearing and quick-drying
polyester lining. The contoured EVA insole is designed for all-day comfort and is removable for quick drying. This boot features a standard fit
throughout the shaft and ankle, with a more spacious foot area.
Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Quick-dry lining
• Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit
• High-comfort moldable insole
• PVC free

2

Adult
Rubber Boots
Elk Hunter Light

Lightweight and Packable Rubber Boot

1-60810
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

37-47

31.07.22

When your hunt takes you deep into the wet and wild backcountry, you’re prepared with Viking’s lightweight and packable Elk Hunter Light.
These lightweight waterproof hunting boots feature a quick-drying inner liner with a molded insole and supportive fit that slip on effortlessly.
The shaft is made using Viking’s Light Weight Rubber (LWR), providing the same protection and durability you expect from Viking.
UGC® rubber outsoles by Viking deliver traction and stability when every step counts.
402 Green/Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: EVA/Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Packable
• Quick-dry lining
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• PVC free

Rype

1-37600

Premium Hunting Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-42

31.07.22

Rype is a premium women’s rubber boot with a classic equestrian look and modern construction. At the top of the boot, you can find waterproof
binding and leather detailing perfect for long days in wet terrain without compromising style or comfort. Rype is constructed from Light Weight
Rubber (LWR) and delivers a secure grip from walks in the forest to wet city sidewalks. The insole is removable for quick and easy drying and
provides extra cushioning and ergonomic support.
4 Green

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Quick-dry lining
• Removable insole
• PVC free
• Vegan

Slagbjorn IV

1-49600

All Around Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.07.22

Designed in the 60s, this customer favorite is still going strong with some modern upgrades!
Built for tackling wet and muddy terrain, the Slagbjorn 4.0 is constructed from natural rubber, known for its elasticity, durability, and
waterproof protection. The ergonomic insole is removable for convenience and quick drying. The non-marking, high traction outsole delivers
reliable stability through the most rugged terrain.
4 Green

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Quick-dry lining
• High-comfort moldable insole
• PVC free
• Vegan

Terrain 2

1-47400

High Traction Waterproof Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.07.22

Terrain II is a mid-cut natural rubber boot with an adjustable waterproof nylon cuff and a top toggle closure that prevents mud and water
from entering. The Ultimate Grip Concept® outsole offers best-in-class traction across all surfaces and terrain and is crafted from Viking’s
lightest rubber blend and designed to reduce weight throughout the shoe and combat fatigue. Terrain II has a standard fit, is lined with
quick-drying polyester, and is constructed from abrasion-resistant natural rubber, which is flexible for more natural movement and
comfort throughout the day.
4 Green

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Quick-dry lining
• PVC free
• Removable insole
• Ease the pull off w/heel spur

3

Adult
Rubber Boots
Touring 3

All Around Comfort and Protection

1-47500

FILL HERE

Price:

Size

Delivery

*

36-47

31.10.22

31.07.22

Touring III is a versatile rubber boot designed to handle anything from light utility work to stalking on a game trail. This category favorite is
perfect for anyone seeking reliable waterproof protection. It features a rubberized canvas cuff with an adjustable strap to create a snug fit.
The quick-drying polyester lining wicks away moisture, and a stiffer canvas material throughout the toe adds stability. The rugged rubber
outsole delivers a solid grip across wet surfaces and challenging terrain.
2 Black

4 Green*

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Quick-dry lining
• PVC free
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Ease the pull off w/heel spur

Balder II

1-49500

High Performance Rubber Boot

FILL HERE

Price:

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.07.22

Perfect for rainy days at a mountain retreat or Sundays in a backyard garden, Balder II is a versatile rubber boot that can withstand the wettest
weather. Constructed from natural rubber, Balder II is abrasion-resistant, waterproof, and with a flexible fit and reenforced toecap for extra
protection and durability. The multidirectional lug pattern provides stable footing in wet conditions and rough terrain. A wide fit around the
ankle supports more comfortable movement throughout the day.
250 Black/Multi

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Durable inner lining
• PVC free
• Vegan

Viking Neo

1-41200

Neoprene Insulated Rubber Boot

FILL HERE

Price:

Size

Delivery

36-46

31.08.22

City streets or off-road adventures, nothing keeps the moisture out like a good rubber boot. Neo comes with an insulating neoprene lining, so
you can extend rubber boot season and stay warm and dry even when the weather isn’t. The high shaft is equipped with an adjustable buckle
that provides solid protection from the elements. For sturdy footing, the midsole is fitted with a steel shank. A rubber outsole with large lugs
delivers added traction, perfect for changing weather and terrain.
4 Green

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Neoprene
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Handmade
• PVC free
• Neoprene lining for insolation
and comfort
• Enhanced grip
• Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit

Slagbjorn Warm

1-47650

Size

Delivery

Price:

36-47

31.08.22

All Around Winter Boot

FILL HERE

Take on winter’s worst with Slagbjorn Vinter, built for function on the coldest, wettest days of the year. This winterized version of our bestselling Slagbjorn keeps you warm and dry with waterproof natural rubber construction and quick-drying high-loft polyester fleece warm
lining. The top of the boot shaft can be tightened to keep out rain, snow, and debris. The high traction outsole can tackle winter conditions and
comfortably keep you on your feet throughout the day.
4 Green

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Warmlined
• PVC free
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Ease the pull off w/heel spur

4

Adult
Rubber Boots

Kunto

Tall Waterproof Work Boot

1-49740
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

35-48

31.07.22

Tough boots for wet and rugged work, Viking’s Kunto is a waterproof rubber work boot with best-in-class traction and comfort designed for
strenuous and challenging jobs. Kunto features an extended upper shaft with an adjustable gummed canvas gaiter, abrasion-resistant canvas
lining, and a non-marking rubber outsole. These boots are 100% waterproof and constructed by hand from natural rubber with a standard slim
fit through the body with a wide ankle for a more natural range of motion.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit
• Quick-dry lining
• Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit
• PVC free

Hovin Neo Low

Everyday Active Rubber Boot

1-42130

Size

Delivery

Price: FILL HERE

36-42

31.07.22

An upgraded everyday staple, Hovin Neo Low delivers a classic look with practical features that keep you a step ahead. The slip-resistant
rubber outsole features wide lugs and multidirectional traction to keep you on your feet, and extra toe reinforcement for added protection.
The warm neoprene lining adds a layer of comfort and extends from the foot to the ankle. An elastic gusset and toplining are perfect for
getting shoes on and off with ease.
2 Black

502 Navy/
Black

2402 HuntingGreen/Black

4102 Wine/
Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Neoprene
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Enhanced grip
• Natural rubber
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Easy slip on/off
• Vegan
• Rubber Outsole

Plot Neo Low

1-42140

Size

Delivery

Price:

36-46

31.07.22

Durable Everyday Rubber Boot

FILL HERE

Tackle those everyday challenges with Plot Neo Low. Comfortable yet tough, these boots have a clean, modern look and fully functional
design that can handle it all! Plot Neo Low has a wide fit with multilayer rubber reinforcements throughout the boot and a slip-resistant
rubber outsole to keep you on your feet. Inside neoprene lining extends to the contoured ankle keeping you warm and allowing a natural
range of movement throughout the day.
210 Black/Red

502 Navy/
Black

2402
HuntingGreen/
Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Neoprene
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Enhanced grip
• Natural rubber
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Easy slip on/off
• Vegan
• PVC free

NEW

Noble Neo

Classic Short Boot with neopren

1-32105
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-42

01.11.22

Hello Nobel Neo! Nobel Neo is handcrafted from natural rubber with insulating neoprene lining for colder months. Reinforced multilayer
rubber mudguards throughout the boot will always keep you one step ahead. Elastic gussets and back tabs are perfect for getting shoes
on and off with ease. The rubber sole features upgraded traction for a secure grip and reliable support throughout the day.

802 Brown/Black

2 Black

502 Navy/Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Neoprene
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Neoprene lining for
insolation and comfort
• Natural rubber
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Handmade
• Vegan

5

Adult
Rubber Boots
NEW

Noble Warm

Cold Weather Waterproof Short Boot

1-32125
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-42

01.11.22

Meet Nobel Thermo - A classic short boot refined and reimagined for colder, wetter days. Nobel Themo is handcrafted from natural rubber
with a warm lining for colder months. Comfort flex points with an ergonomic fit and reinforced multilayer rubber will always keep you one step
ahead. Retaining the iconic features of a traditional rubber boot, the sole features upgraded traction for a secure grip and reliable support
throughout the day.
24 HuntingGreen

2 Black

5 Navy

43 Mustard

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Warm Lining (pile)
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Warmlined
• Natural rubber
• High-comfort
moldable insole
• Handmade
• Vegan

Noble

1-34100

52 Dark Red

Award Winning Rubber Rain Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-42

31.07.22

Nobel is your go-to rainy day classic for wet days around town. Handcrafted from LWR, this natural rubber blend provides increased flexibility
for natural movement and keeps you light on your feet. These boots feature an ergonomic design with improved arch support for all-day
comfort and an outsole with deep lugs for added grip on wet, slippery surfaces. The quick-drying polyester lining and removable insoles keep
you moving if water ever finds its way into your shoes.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber Outsole
• Quick-dry lining
• Removable insole
• PVC free
• Vegan

Stockholm Neo

1-50010

Mid-Cut Urban Rubber Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-42

31.07.22

Urban style and all-day comfort define these downtown favorites. Stockholm is a flexible hybrid rubber boot that can be dressed up or worn
casually. These boots are made from natural rubber with a soft neoprene body extending from the ankle, keeping you dry and warm. Slip-on
construction is easy with a smooth inner lining and a slim silhouette, narrow last, and ergonomically designed EVA insoles. The wedged sole
enhances the look and provides enhanced traction on slippery surfaces.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber/Neoprene

• Natural rubber
• PVC free
• Quick-dry lining
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Removable insole
• Vegan

NEW

Tokyo Neo

Packable Warm Rubber Boot

1-32100
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-42

01.11.22

Meet the ultimate packable boot- Tokyo Neo. These boots were designed for those always on the move. The neoprene lining is insulating and
soft to the touch adding an extra layer of comfort. The light multidirectional tread pattern delivers a functional grip, perfect for rainy city
streets and suburban sidewalks. A toggle closure secures the rain guard and can be extended to wrap around and secure the boot’s shaft to
pack away when you’re on the go.
2 Black

37 Olive

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Neoprene
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Neoprene lining for
insolation and comfort
• Packable
• PVC free
• Vegan
• Handmade
6

Adult
Rubber Boots
NEW

Seilas Warm

Varmlined Classic Sailing Boot

1-42100
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

01.11.22

Timeless style, effortless protection, and durability that will last you for years to come. For over 60 years, Seilas has been a part of the Viking
story as a multi-generational bestseller known for its comfortable fit, reliability, and iconic look. Seilas Thermo delivers everything you love
from Seilas but with an added warm lining so you can keep wearing your favorite boots during colder months.

10 Red

5 Navy

43 Mustard

2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Warm Lining (pile)
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Warmlined
• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Easy slip on/off
• Vegan
• PVC free

SEILAS

1-46000

24 Huntinggreen

Classic Sailing Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

*

36-47

31.07.22

15.10.22

Built for sailing, yet just as practical around town, Seilas is a colorful tribute to Viking’s long heritage in rubber boots. The inside is lined with
quick-drying polyester and has a removable insole for easy drying. The natural colored calendered sole is non-marking and provides added
grip on slippery surfaces. Long-lasting and comfortable, Seilas is guaranteed to be your next go-to for years to come.

13 Yellow*

5 Navy

37 Olive

71 Tomato*

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Quick-dry lining
• PVC free
• Vegan
• Removable insole

Hedda Warm

1-36550

Stylish Rubber Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-42

01.11.22

Hedda Vinter is a simple and stylish all-around rubber boot for cold walks around town, trail, or forest. This boot is made from a natural rubber
blend that provides increased flexibility and lightens your step. An insulated lining and removable EVA insole increase warmth and comfort
on cold days. The outer sole features a lug pattern that grips well on any wet surface. When cold, wet weather arrives, the Hedda Vinter boot
matches every outfit and lifestyle.
2 Black
NEW
COLOR

3733 Olive/
Granite

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Warmlined
• Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit
• Removable insole
• PVC free

Hedda

1-36500

Stylish Rubber Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-42

31.07.22

When the rain starts falling, Hedda matches any outfit or lifestyle - perfect for rainy days around town! Hedda is lightweight and waterproof,
constructed from a natural rubber blend that provides increased flexibility and doesn’t weigh you down. This boot has a feminine fit and removable EVA insoles with an ergonomic design for improved arch support and comfort throughout the day. The sole features a lug pattern that
adds a steady grip on any wet surface.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Quick-dry lining
• Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit
• Removable insole
• PVC free

7

Adult
Rubber Boots
Foxy warm

Stylish Cold Weather Rubber Boots

1-36600
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-42

01.11.22

Feminine, functional, and warm - Foxy Vinter is an insulated rubber boot that keeps the rain and cold out, with a classic style ideal for any
lifestyle occasion. Foxy Vinter features a standard-to-slim fit, mid-calf rise, and a low heel with a no-slip lug pattern to keep you on your feet.
Natural rubber construction ensures waterproof protection and long-lasting durability. Inside, you can find a warm and cozy liner that adds a
little warmth for autumn and winter use.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Warmlined
• Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit
• Removable insole
• PVC free

Foxy

1-33500

Classic Women’s Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-42

15.10.22

This Viking classic is perfect for muddy festivals, cool fall days, and wet weather weekends. Foxy features a standard-to-slim fit, mid-calf rise,
and a low heel with a no-slip lug pattern to keep you on your feet. Natural rubber construction ensures waterproof protection and long-lasting
durability. Side buckles sit over an elastic gusset and are adjustable to create a personalized fit. Inside, you can find a quick-drying polyester
lining and sock and insole that can be removed to be dried out or cleaned if needed.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Quick-dry lining
• Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit
• Removable insole
• PVC free

Ekeberg

1-60310

Handmade Low Cut Rubber Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.08.22

These casual, handmade urban rubber boots are ready when you are. Featuring a 100% waterproof rubberized textile upper, Ekeberg offers
a casual look while ensuring total protection from wet weather. Just in case moisture does find its way in, the polyester lining is quick-drying,
and the ergonomic removable sole inlays can be removed too. A chunky, lightweight EVA sole is perfect for anyone looking for an elevated
modern look.
1302 Yellow/Black

3702 Olive/
Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• PVC free
• Quick-dry lining
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Removable insole
• Vegan

Praise Warm

1-51005

Warmlined Winter Rubber Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

01.10.22

Praise Fleece is a lightweight and versatile, cold-weather commuter boot. Praise Fleece has a timeless, slip-on design with large elastic panels
to ease getting in and out and contemporary details. A high-pile warm lining, removable EVA insoles, and embedded heel cushions keep you
warm and improve all-day comfort. This boot has a standard fit anatomical last, with support and room for toes to move. The rubber outsoles
ensure a stable grip where ever you go this winter!
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Warm Lining (Fleece)
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Warmlined
• Reflective details
• Removable insole
• PVC free
• Vegan

8

Adult
Rubber Boots

Praise

Urban Mid-Cut Rubber Boot

1-51000
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

01.10.22

Viking’s Praise is a versatile, all-weather commuter boot with modern style and a high comfort feel. Praise features a timeless, slip-on design
with large elastic panels to ease getting in and out and contemporary details. A fast-drying liner, removable EVA insoles, and embedded heel
cushions improve all-day comfort. The boot has a normal fitting anatomical last, which provides support and room for toes to move. The rubber
outsoles ensure a stable grip where ever you go!
10 Red

2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• PVC free
• Quick-dry lining
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Removable insole
• Vegan

Stavern Urban Warm

1-37070

Warmlined Winter Rubber Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

01.10.22

This Viking classic just got a modern facelift ñ Stavern Urban is a rubber boot with a relaxed, minimalistic look, urban styling, and total waterproof protection. Stavern Urban features a slip-on design, large elastic gussets to ease getting in and out, and ribbed contemporary details.
A fast-drying polyester liner, removable EVA insoles, and embedded heel cushions help improve comfort throughout the day. These boots have
a standard fit, anatomical last, which provides extra support and room for toes to move. The rubber outsole pattern offers an excellent grip
across most surfaces, and the fit has been developed for a broad range of foot shapes.
2 Black
NEW
COLOR

10 Red

NEW
COLOR

595 Navy/
Pearlygrey

NEW
COLOR

6142 Khaki/
Dark Natural

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Warm Lining (pile)
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Quick-dry lining
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Removable insole
• Vegan

Stavern Urban Winter

1-51010

Warmlined Winter Rubber Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-42

31.08.22

Stavern Urban Winter is a rubber boot with a relaxed, minimalist look and urban styling with a winter lining and total waterproof protection.
Great for walking or biking around town, the boots feature a slip-on design, ribbed details, and large elastic panels to ease getting in and out.
A warm winter lining, removable insoles, and embedded heel cushions help improve comfort. The boot has a normal to wide fitting, anatomical
last, which provides support and room for the toes to move. The rubber sole pattern grips well on most surfaces.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Warm Lining (Faux fur)
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Warmlined
• Removable insole
• PVC free
• Vegan

Pavement Neo

1-50070

Low-Cut Urban Boot

NEW
COLOR

Price:

FILL HERE

202 Black/
Black

3302 Granite/
Black

Delivery

36-47

01.10.22

Hit the Pavement with this versatile, sporty hybrid rubber boot. Pavement is a sleek, ankle-high boot that combines lightweight, natural
rubber with soft and flexible neoprene. These boots are lightweight and easy to put on and take off, thanks to convenient pull loops. Inside,
a removable EVA insole with an ergonomic design for good arch support and better comfort. Excellent grip on slippery surfaces is ensured
by a calendared sole with a high traction tread pattern.

1002 Red/Black
NEW
COLOR

Size

NEW
COLOR

502 Navy/Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Neoprene
• Upper Material: Rubber/Neoprene

• Natural rubber
• PVC free
• Quick-dry lining
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Removable insole
• Vegan

9

Adult
Rubber Boots

Gyda

Urban Rubber Boot

1-37500
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

35-42

31.08.22

Gyda is an urban rubber boot with a low-cut and clean style that slips right on to keep feet totally dry. Gyda is constructed from Light Weight
Rubber (LWR) that provides increased flexibility and lightens your step. A smooth polyester lining on the inside adds comfort, and the removable insole has an ergonomic design for arch support and better cushioning. The elastic side panels provide easy entry and comfortable
movement, while the sturdy sole guarantees excellent wet weather traction.
2 Black

4 Green

13 Yellow

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Quick-dry lining
• Removable insole
• PVC free
• Vegan

Vetus

1-44060

Trendy Urban Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

35-47

31.07.22

Lightweight, waterproof, and comfortable, Vetus is an ankle boot with sailing roots that will keep your feet comfortable, dry, and feeling fresh
around town or down by the docks. Ribbed overlays and the calendar sole provide steady traction from the city to the sea. Natural rubber
construction makes Vetus durable, abrasion-resistant, with improved flexibility. The polyester inner lining is quick-drying. The removable EVA
insole provides arch support and ergonomic cushioning.
37 Olive

2 Black

5 Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• PVC free
• Quick-dry lining
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Removable insole
• Vegan

Retro Logg

1-34140

Classic Sailing Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-42

31.07.22

The next generation of a relaxed and comfortable classic, Retro Logg delivers waterproof protection from the elements, whether in the city,
garden or just exploring nature. The mid-high design with a semi-gloss finish is made from LWR - a lightweight rubber blend provides increased
flexibility and lightens your step. The inside of the boot is equipped with a removable ergonomic insole that offers added arch support and
shock absorption for all-day comfort. An inner polyester mesh and a canvas lining are quick-drying, just in case water ever finds its way in!
2 Black

5 Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• PVC free
• Quick-dry lining
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Removable insole
• Vegan

Kadett

1-43260

Classic Sailing Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

35-47

31.07.22

Along the shores of the 60th parallel, Kadett, a classic sailing boot, was born. In the 1980s, high school kids would fold down the top of the
boots and write discreet love notes and catchy comments on the exposed boot lining. Vikings Kadett boot would come to play a small but
noteworthy role in many teenage romances throughout the 80s.

35 Blue

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Quick-dry lining
• PVC free
• Vegan
• Removable insole

10

Adult
Rubber Boots
Bergen

Mens Urban Boot

1-45100
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

40-47

31.07.22

Bergen is a masculine, mid-cut boot for style-conscious men looking for a comfortable solution for wet weather days spent in the city. Clean,
modern style is met with practically - Bergen is waterproof, durable, and resistant to scratches and abrasions for a fresh look day after day.
Elastic panels around the cuff make for easier entry. The newly designed last eliminates pressure points and provides a snug and secure fit
with a bit of extra space for comfort.
288 Black/Lime

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Quick-dry lining
• PVC free
• Vegan
• Removable insole

Balder Vinter

1-49550

Wamlined Rubber Boot

250 Black/Multi

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.08.22

For cold temperatures in the start of autumn, Balder Winter is a modern styled, unisex rubber boot that boosts foot warmth. The entire boot is
made of natural rubber, which is elastic, wear resistant and waterproof. A textured toecap increases foot protection. It has a warm, insulated
liner and a removable insole, which dry quickly and offer good stability. Reflective tape at the top of the shaft and around the sole illuminates
for nighttime safety, while a snow lock keeps out debris and frosty surprises. The unique sole is non-marking and features plenty of multi
directional lugs for the best grip on wet pavement or in the mud. Wherever it is cold and whatever the activity, the Balder Vinter is a boot that
really performs. Fit: Narrow shaft and foot, extra wide around the ankle. All Viking rubber boots are handmade in natural rubber.
The boot is PVC free and vegan.
Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Synthetic, BOA warm
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Rubber outsole
• Warmlined
• PVC free
• Vegan
• Removable insole

11

Junior
Rubber Boots
Praise Jr

Low Cut Urban Rubber Boot

1-60540
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-39

31.08.22

This best-selling adult boot is now available to our junior Vikings! This low-cut boot has fit to maximize all-day comfort. Perfect for those not
looking for full-length rubber boots, but an easy-to-wear stylish alternative to stay dry throughout the day. Handmade and constructed from
natural rubber, it features elasticated-goring and has a back pull-tab to make these easy-on boots an easy choice. Subtle reflective details and
a textured rubber sole keep this boot safe and stylish.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Handmade
• Reflective details
• PVC free
• Vegan

NEW

Praise Warm Jr

Warm Lined Urban Rubber Boot

1-22105
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-39

01.10.22

This best-selling adult boot is now available to our Jr. Vikings! This low-cut boot has fit to maximize all-day comfort. Ideal for those not looking
for full-length rubber boots, but an easy-to-wear stylish alternative to stay dry and warm throughout the day. Handmade and constructed
from natural rubber, it features elasticated-goring and warm pile lining for a cosy fit. Subtle reflective details and a textured rubber sole keep
this boot safe and stylish.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Warm Lining (pile)
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Warmlined
• Reflective details
• Removable insole
• PVC free
• Vegan

Ada Jr

1-28200

Jr. Urban Rubber Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-39

31.08.22

Upgrade any rainy day with Ada Jr, a Chelsea boot with a mature city look, with the functionality parents demand. Ada Jr. is handmade from
natural rubber, which is flexible, durable, and waterproof. These boots are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying lining, and a newly
developed last design for girls that is slightly slimmer around the foot and instep for a supportive fit. The outsole has a heel for sophistication
as well as deep lugs for good traction.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Handmade
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Vegan
• PVC free

Vendela Jr

1-28210

Classic Rubber Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-39

31.08.22

Vendela Jr. is a classic rubber rain boot, with a modern silhouette for a mature look that completes any wet weather outfit. Vendela is handcrafted from durable natural rubber, is 100% waterproof, and a fit designed for small feet. Rubber lugs on the outsole are designed to provide extra
traction in wet weather so kids never have to slow down!

2 Black

213 Black/
Yellow

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Handmade
• Vegan
• PVC free
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Junior
Rubber Boots
Mira Jr

Classic Rubber Boot

1-23120
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-39

31.08.22

Mira Jr. is a classic rubber rain boot, with a modern silhouette for a mature look that completes any wet weather outfit. Mira jr is handcrafted
from durable natural rubber, is 100% waterproof, and a fit designed for small feet. Rubber lugs on the outsole are designed to provide extra
traction in wet weather so kids never have to slow down!

13 Yellow

2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Handmade
• Vegan
• PVC free

Mira Thermo Jr

1-23135

Warm Lined Rubber Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-39

31.08.22

Mira Jr. Thermo delivers a look and experience that’s just as sophisticated and comfortable as our adult boots! A smooth matte finish and midcalf height have a smart look matched with warm comfort, inside you can find a removable quick-drying sock and soft synthetic lining with an
adjusting side buckle. This winter style is constructed from durable natural rubber, is 100% waterproof, and features a temperature-regulating
insole that provides insulation and warmth throughout the day!
77 Charcoal

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Fleece
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Warmlined
• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Handmade
• Climate control insole
• PVC free

Hvaler Jr

1-60700

Classic Sailing Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-39

31.08.22

Spend the day at sea with our handmade natural rubber boots designed with all the challenges of the ocean in mind. These unisex boots have
an outsole grip designed to work against slippery boat decks and give extra stability. Back pull tabs help with easy-on. Polyester lining and
removable soles help with quick drying when the day is done. This product is vegan and PVC free.

5 Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Handmade
• Vegan
• Reflective details
• PVC free

NEW

Hvaler Warm Jr

Warm Lined Classic Sailing Boot

1-22100
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-39

01.11.22

Spend the day seaside or hanging out around town with these handmade natural rubber boots designed with all the chilly challenges of the
ocean in mind. Hvaler Warm Jr. have an outsole grip designed to work against slippery boat decks and give extra stability. Back pull tabs help
with easy-on. A cozy warm pile lining helps keep you warm throughout the day, and removable insoles are perfect for quick drying when the
day is done.
501 Navy/White

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Warm Lining (pile)
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Warmlined
• Reflective details
• Removable insole
• PVC free
• Vegan

13

Junior
Rubber Boots
Storm Jr

Durable Rubber Boots

1-22300
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-41

31.08.22

Sun showers or thunderstorms, boys will love Storm Jr! A reflective band wraps around the top of the boot with a bright contrast logo for a fun
wet weather look. These boots have a standard fit and are easy to slip on and off, with a lightweight synthetic textile lining. The entire boot is
made of natural rubber which is elastic, resistant and waterproof. The sole is non-marking and the inner sole is removable for easy drying.

9150 Dark Grey/Multi

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Handmade
• Vegan
• PVC free

Slagbjorn Jr

1-28000

High Traction Rubber Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-41

31.08.22

Adapted from our trusted adult style, Slagbjørn Jr. is a versatile boot built for taking on wet and muddy terrain while exploring the outdoors.
Slagbjørn Jr. is constructed from Natural Rubber, which is flexible, durable and waterproof. It features a quick-drying polyester lining, and
insole with a special junior last that fits growing feet. A non-marking, high traction sole helps keep young feet on the ground and front laces
complete the look for this timeless and beloved junior rubber boot.
9150 Dark Grey/Multi

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Enhanced grip
• Ease the pull off w/heel spur
• Handmade
• PVC free

Slagbjorn Thermo Jr

1-28015

Warm Lined Insulated Rubber Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-41

01.10.22

Slagbjørn Jr. Thermo brings style and function to the coldest winter days. These boots are constructed from durable natural rubber which
offers waterproofing and flexibility. Slagbjørn Jr. Thermo is warm lined with a quick-drying polyester fleece, and a temperature-regulating
insole that provides extra insulation and warmth. The shaft can be pulled shut to keep snow out and warmth in. Underneath, the non-marking
high traction sole tackles slippery winter conditions with ease.
9150 Dark Grey/Multi

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Warm Lining (pile)
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Warmlined
• Climate control insole
• Natural rubber
• Cuff to protect from rain
• Ease the pull off w/heel spur
• PVC free

Navigator II

1-24000

High Traction Rubber Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-41

31.07.22

Field trips or fishing trips, Vikingís Navigator II will keep you on track in any weather. The Navigator II has a standard fit and is made
from durabile, flexible and waterproof natural rubber, with a reflective band around the top of the shaft. The rubber sole is non-marking
and provides added traction, and the reinforced toe cap increases durability and protection from rocks and roots. Inside you can find a
lightweight quick drying synthetic textile and removable inner sole.
250 Black/Multi

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Reflective details
• Handmade
• PVC free
• Vegan

14

Kids
Rubber Boots
Alv Indie

Kids Low Rise Rubber Rain Boots

1-16000
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

19-30

31.08.22

Easy to get on and comfortable to wear, Alv Indie is perfect for wet and rainy days. The gusset with a strap can be closed to prevent any rain
from getting in. Alv has a normal fit last and the entire boot is made from natural rubber, which is elastic, durable and waterproof. The sole is
non-marking and the inner sole is removable for easy drying. Alv is a fun rubber boot perfect for puddle stomping! All Viking rubber boots are
handmade from natural rubber. These boots are PVC-free and vegan!
45 Ice Blue

14 Ocean

7213 Sun/
Yellow

1717 Fuchsia/
Fuchsia

505 Navy/Navy

58 Cognac

80 Pistache

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Reflective details
• Handmade
• Vegan
• PVC free

Alv Indie Thermo Wool

1-12300

9498 Dusty
Pink/Light
Pink

NEW
COLOR

Kids Cold Weather Rubber Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

19-30

01.10.22

Easy to get on and comfortable to wear, Indie Alv Thermo is perfect for cold, wet days! Indie Alv Thermo is a low shaft, insulated rubber boot
with temperature-regulating insoles and warm wool lining that keep warmth in! Snow and rain stay out with a gusset and laces! These boots
have a standard fit last and are constructed from natural rubber, which is elastic, durable, and waterproof. The sole is non-marking, and the
inner sole is removable for easy drying. These boots are PVC-free and vegan!

83 Aubergine

64 Dark Green

503 Navy/Grey

NEW
COLOR

9498 Dusty Pink/
Light Pink

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Wool/Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Warmlined
• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Cuff to protect from rain
• Insole with higher insulation
• PVC free

Indie Active

1-60170

58 Cognac

Classic Kids Rubber Rain Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

20-38

31.08.22

Sun showers or thunderstorms, lucky for you, there is Indie Active! Viking’s classic rubber boot for boys and girls ñ now with added toe and
heel reinforcements and a new modern shape! Indie Active is handmade from natural rubber, which is elastic, durable, and waterproof. These
boots are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying polyester lining with a removable ergonomic insole for comfort. Indie Active offers clean
lines and fun colors for rainy days any kid can look forward to!
58 Cognac

2 Black

15 Royal

72 Sun

5 Navy

9 Pink

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Vegan
• Handmade
• PVC free

Indie Print

1-60120

Kids Printed Rubber Rain Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

20-35

31.08.22

showers or thunderstorms, lucky for you, there is Indie Print, Viking’s classic rubber boot for boys and girls ñ now with added toe and heel
reinforcements and a new modern shape! Indie Print is handmade from natural rubber, which is elastic, durable, and waterproof. These boots
are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying polyester lining with a removable ergonomic insole for comfort. Indie Print offers clean lines
and fun prints for rainy days any kid can look forward to!
550 Navy/Multi

6154 Khaki/
Linen

9466 Dusty
Pink/Cream

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Handmade
• PVC free
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Kids
Rubber Boots
Indie Thermo Wool

Kids Cold Weather Rubber Boots

1-12340
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

20-35

01.10.22

Indie Thermo Wool is a modern classic with its clean lines and sophisticated styling. It has a warm lining for cold days to keep small feet dry
and comfortable. Like all other Viking rubber boots, this boot is handmade with natural rubber. The boot has a temperature-regulating insole
that provides even better insulation and warmth in the boot. It is removable, and can be taken out to dry. This product is PVC free and vegan.

37 Olive

2 Black

55 Petrol

94 Dusty Pink

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Wool/Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Wool-blend lining
• Natural rubber
• Insole with higher insulation
• Cuff to protect from rain
• Handmade
• PVC free

82 Peach

Indie Urban

1-60100

Kids Urban Rubber Rain Boot

Price:

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Vegan
• PVC free

Size

Delivery

31.08.22
20-38
FILL HERE
Sun showers or thunderstorms, lucky for you, there is Indie Urban! A classic rubber boot for boys and girls now with added toe and heel
reinforcements and a new modern shape! Indie Urban is handmade from natural rubber, which is elastic, durable, and waterproof. These boots
are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying polyester lining with a removable ergonomic insole for comfort. Urban Indie’s clean lines and
contemporary colors unite in a style that will suit any outfit in any season.

37 Olive

94 Dusty Pink

NEW

Indie Urban Thermo Wool

Kids Warmlined Lined Rubber Boot

1-12100
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

20-38

01.10.22

Perfect for chilly autumn days, there is Indie Urban Thermo Wool! These boots are handmade from natural rubber, which is flexible, durable,
and waterproof. Indie Urban Thermo Wool is easy to slip on and off and has a warm wool blend lining for cold days to keep small feet warm, dry,
and comfy. These boots have a temperature-regulating removable insole that provides even better insulation and warmth throughout the boot.

10 Red

2 Black

24 Huntinggreen

5 Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Warm Lining (pile)
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Warmlined
• Natural rubber
• Ergonomic narrow fit
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Insole with higher insulation
• PVC free

Alv Jolly

1-60060

43 Mustard

Award Winning Kids Rubber Rain Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

19-30

31.08.22

Meet our Alv Jolly boot, consistently voted ìBest in Testî for years and now for our youngest customers with the smallest feet! This retro-styled
rain boot has many modern details like double-sealed seams, a reinforced toe cap, reflective details, and deep lugs for maximum traction on
wet days. The boot has a standard fit, and it features synthetic textile lining and a removable sole for quick drying. This boot is handcrafted
from natural rubber. This product is both vegan and PVC-free.
4 Green

5 Navy

10 Red

13 Yellow

82 Peach

55 Petrol

3101 Orange/
White

1301 Yellow/
White

4501 Iceblue/
White

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Handmade
• Vegan
• PVC free
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Kids
Rubber Boots
Jolly

Award Winning Kids Rubber Rain Boots

1-12150
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

21-38

31.08.22

Meet our customer favorite, award-winning Jolly rain boot! This retro-styled rain boot has lots of modern details
like double-sealed seams, a reinforced toe cap, reflective details, and deep lugs for maximum traction on wet days.
The boot has a standard fit, and it features synthetic textile lining and a removable sole for quick drying.
All Viking rubber boots are handmade from natural rubber.
These boots are PVC-free and vegan!
21 Violet

7213 Sun/
Yellow

909 Pink/Pink

505 Navy/Navy

52 Dark Red

55 Petrol

94 Dusty Pink

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Handmade
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Best in test 2020
• PVC free

Jolly Print

1-60020

Kids Printed Rubber Rain Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

21-38

31.08.22

Meet our customer favorite, award-winning Jolly rain boot! This retro-styled rain boot has fun prints and lots of modern
details like double-sealed seams, a reinforced toe cap, reflective details, and deep lugs for maximum traction on wet days.
The boot has a standard fit, and it features synthetic textile lining and a removable sole for quick drying. All Viking rubber
boots are handmade from natural rubber.
These boots are PVC-free and vegan!
1302 Yellow/Black

272 Black/Sun

574 Navy/
Denim

5409 Mint/Pink

5801 Cognac/
White

4701 Bluegreen/
White

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Best in test 2020
• Natural rubber
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Removable insole
• PVC free

Jolly Thermo

1-12310

9837 Light
Pink/Pink

NEW
COLOR

Kids Cold Weather Rubber Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

21-38

01.10.22

Say Hello to Jolly Thermo! We’ve taken everything you love about Jolly and added serious cold weather protection!
A warm lining and temperature-regulating insole keep toes warm. A cuff and drawstring keep rain, snow, and debris from getting in!
This style has a standard fit, and the entire boot is made from natural rubber, with reinforced toe caps and a nonmarking sole.
All Viking rubber boots are handmade from natural rubber. These boots are PVC-free and vegan!

21 Violet
NEW
COLOR

33 Granite

43 Mustard

503 Navy/Grey

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Warm Lining (pile)
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Warmlined
• Natural rubber
• Insole with higher insulation
• Cuff to protect from rain
• Additional toe reinforcement
• PVC free

5339
GammelRosa/
Dark Pink

NEW

Jolly Print Thermo

Kids Cold Weather Rubber Boots

1-12320
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

21-38

01.10.22

Jolly Thermo Print is a functional winter boot designed for maximum warmth and comfort. The shell is made from 3-layers of waterproof,
durable natural rubber. Inside, you can find 5mm thick insulating neoprene for added warmth and waterproof protection. Integrated
toecaps and rugged rubber outsoles increase durability and deliver an excellent grip. Reflective details help keep kids visible after dark.
All Viking rubber boots are handmade from natural rubber. These boots are PVC-free and vegan.
9450 Dusty Pink

3550 Blue/
Multi

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Warm Lining (pile)
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Best in test 2020
• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Additional toe reinforcement
• PVC free
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Kids
Rubber Boots
River Chelsea

Kids Urban Rubber Rain Boot

1-60260
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

23-38

31.08.22

Upgrade any rainy day with River Chelsea- a next-generation urban rubber boot. River Chelsea is handmade from natural rubber,
which is flexible, durable, and waterproof. These boots are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying polyester lining, reinforced
toe caps, and elasticated goring. A comfortable last holds your child’s feet in place, while grip improvements have been
optimized for urban surfaces. We have designed these with a modern-looking, slightly lifted 5cm sole.
61 Khaki

94 Dusty Pink

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Easy slip on/off
• Handmade
• PVC free

River

1-60250

Kids Urban Rubber Rain Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

23-38

31.08.22

These boots were built for rainy days! River is handmade from natural rubber, which is elastic, durable, and waterproof. These boots
are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying polyester lining, and reinforced toe caps with double-sealed seams. For added safety
River features reflective details and a textured rubber sole for an increased grip. We have designed these with a modern-looking,
slightly lifted 5cm sole and a straight fit with mid-calf height for easy walking and maximum comfort.
277 Black/Charcoal

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: Rubber

• Natural rubber
• Removable insole
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Handmade
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• PVC free
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Adult
Active Outdoor
Apex II GTX BOA M/W

Lightweight Waterproof Trail Shoe

3-46210/3-46200

Size

Delivery

Price:

36-42/41-47

31.08.22

FILL HERE

Apex II Boa GTX M delivers high performance and lightweight stability so you can focus on the path ahead. Under the abrasion
resistant mesh upper you can find a breathable, waterproof GORE-TEX membrane that delivers comfort at any activity level.
The new 2-way Boa Fit system replaces laces for an effortless precision fit. The EVA midsole provides reliable shock absorption
for comfort when logging serious distances. A broad, high profile rubber outsole gives these trail shoes a secure stride.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comf. Prism • BOA® closure system
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic
ensures a precision fit
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Engineered mesh (Material)
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• High-comfort moldable insole

Apex BOA W/M

Lightweight Trail Shoe

3-50560/3-50550

Size

Delivery

Price:

36-42/41-47

31.08.22

FILL HERE

Apex Side Boa M is an adventure-ready, high-performance trail shoe for long-range comfort and solid footing over rough terrain
and trails. The BOA® Fit System replaces laces for fast and effortless entry, exits, and adjustments on the fly. A breathable mesh
upper increases airflow to overheated feet, and EVA midsoles provide reliable shock absorption and all-day comfort. Apex Side Boa
M features Vikingís Ultimate Grip Concept rubber outsoles for a high traction grip and added stability.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Textile
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• BOA® closure system
ensures a precision fit
• Engineered mesh (Material)
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Rubber outsole

Cerra Rolling GTX BOA

3-91465

Lightweight speed-hiker with MegaGrip

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.08.22

Explore higher, further, and longer with Cerra Rolling Boa GTX, a lightweight waterproof speed hiker - packed with
high-performance features. Cerra Rolling Boa GTX features a high-traction Vibram MegaGrip outsole, EVA Foam cushioning that delivers energy returns with every step, and a GORE-TEX waterproof membrane that keeps your feet protected
and dry. The BOA® Fit System replaces laces for fast and effortless entry, exits, and adjustments on the fly.
234 Black/Aqua

3761 Olive/
Khaki

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/PU
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• BOA® closure system
ensures a precision fit
• Elastic gaiter for protection
• Improved grip and traction
with Vibram
• Vibram Rollingait sole for
natural movement
• Ortholite comfort foam insole

Cerra Rolling Mid GTX

3-91470

Lightweight speed-hiker with MegaGrip

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.08.22

Terrain-tested and expert-approved, this innovative mid-cut trekker will get you to new heights. Move confidently with
a grip you can trust - a Vibram high profile outsole balances superior traction with rugged longevity, and a Rolling Gait
System supports natural movement. Cerra Rolling GTX keeps you comfortable with a wide toe box. A rebounding foam
insole and a GORE-TEX membrane will ensure your feet remain dry and protected in the toughest conditions.
234 Black/Aqua

3761 Olive/
Khaki

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/PU
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Improved grip and traction with Vibram
• Vibram Rollingait sole for
natural movement
• Ortholite comfort foam insole
• Protective mudguard
• Lightweight
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Cerra Speed Mid GTX

Lightweight speed-hiker with MegaGrip

3-91475
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.08.22

Explore higher, further, and longer with Cerra Speed GTX, a lightweight waterproof speed hiker - absolutely packed with
high-performance features. Cerra Speed GTX features a high-traction Vibram MegaGrip outsole, EVA Foam cushioning that
creates an easier experience for joints, and a GORE-TEX waterproof membrane that keeps your feet comfortable and dry.
A mid-profile rise delivers extended ankle support and Ortholite sockliner provides
comfort and protectionto help move you forward.
234 Black/Aqua

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA, VIBRAM
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Improved grip and traction
with Vibram
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Protective mudguard
• Lightweight

Cerra Speed GTX BOA

3-91480

Lightweight speed-hiker with MegaGrip

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.08.22

Explore higher, further, and longer with Cerra Speed GTX, a lightweight waterproof speed hiker - absolutely packed with
high-performance features. Cerra Speed GTX features a high-traction Vibram MegaGrip outsole, EVA Foam cushioning
that creates an easier experience for joints, and a GORE-TEX waterproof membrane that keeps your feet comfortable and
dry in whatever conditions you may encounter. The BOA® Fit System replaces laces for fast and effortless entry, exits, and
adjustments on the fly.
234 Black/Aqua

3761 Olive/
Khaki

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA, VIBRAM
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended comf. Jazz
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• BOA® closure system
ensures a precision fit
• Sock fit construction
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Improved grip and traction with Vibram
• Lightweight

Cerra Speed GTX

3-91485

Lightweight speed-hiker with MegaGrip

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.08.22

Explore higher, further, and longer with Cerra Speed GTX, a lightweight waterproof speed hiker - absolutely packed with
high-performance features. Cerra Speed GTX features a high-traction Vibram MegaGrip outsole, EVA Foam cushioning that
creates an easier experience for joints and reduces fatigue, and a GORE-TEX waterproof membrane that keeps your feet
comfortable and dry in whatever conditions you may encounter.
234 Black/Aqua

3761 Olive/
Khaki

8610 Signalred/
Red

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA, VIBRAM
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended comf. Jazz
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Improved grip and traction with Vibram
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Protective mudguard
• Lightweight

Anaconda 4x4 GTX BOA

3-89210

Stable and protective hiking shoe

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.08.22

Anaconda 4x4 Boa GTX delivers everything you need for your next adventure! Anaconda 4x4 Boa GTX is sturdy and supportive and
keeps you comfortable and protected on rough wet trails with a breathable GORE-TEX waterproof membrane, shock-absorbent EVA
midsoles, and self-molding insoles. The BOA® Fit System replaces laces for fast and effortless entry, exits, and adjustments on the go.
UGC® outsoles with deep lugs made from natural rubber deliver reliable traction wherever the trails take you.
3766 Olive/Cream
NEW
COLOR

231 Black/
Orange

574 Navy/
Denim

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• BOA® closure system
ensures a precision fit
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Additional (added) stability and support
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Anaconda 4x4 Mid GTX

Durable Trail Shoe with Gore-Tex Protection

3-51220
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-48

31.08.22

Anaconda 4x4 Mid GTX delivers everything you need for your next adventure! The secret to our comfortable design is a wide fit that enables
toes to spread, as well as a molded insole and soft EVA midsole that provides excellent, long-lasting cushioning. These mid-profile hikers keep
your movements steady on rough wet trails with a breathable GORE-TEX waterproof membrane that sits beneath an abrasion-resistant textile
upper. The next-generation Michelin Ultimate Grip Concept outsole will give you unbeatable traction and stability wherever you go!
5 Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Ergonomic fit
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Additional (added) stability and support

Anaconda Light V GTX BOA

3-51200

Premium Lightweight Waterproof Trail Shoe

Price:

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Improved grip and traction
with Michelin
• BOA® closure system
ensures a precision fit
• Lightweight
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Engineered Mesh (Material)

Anaconda Light GTX

3-49160

Size

Delivery

31.08.22
36-48
FILL HERE
Built to confidently take on the toughest trails even in wet conditions, Vikings Anaconda Light V Boa GTX help you move quickly and comfortably over any terrain. These sleek lightweight hiking shoes feature a reflective upper, a sturdy toe cap, rubber mud guards, and an optimized
tread pattern for stability. The new 2-way BOA® Fit System replaces laces for fast, effortless and precision fit, and the GORE-TEX waterproof
membrane that delivers comfort and protection at any activity level.

3724 Olive/Huntinggreen

2 Black

547 Navy/
Denim

Multifunctional Outdoor Shoe

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.08.22

Consider Anaconda Light II GTX your gateway to the great outdoors! Lightweight, flexible, waterproof, and versatile enough for any trail, Anaconda Light GTX delivers an unstoppable multifunctional performance, so there’s never a dull moment. The next-generation Michelin Ultimate
Grip Concept outsole delivers reliable traction. No pressure, no pain, no problem- The GORE-TEX membrane feels weightless for a uniquely
flexible fit without compromising protection.
547 Navy/Denim

288 Black/
Lime

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Phoenix (Inv.Fit)
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Improved grip and traction
with Michelin
• Reflective details
• Lightweight
• Rubber outsole
• High-comfort moldable insole

NEW

Anaconda Light II GTX W

Lightweight Speed-Hiker with Gore-Tex (38)

3-92205
FILL HERE
Price:

Size

Delivery

36-42

31.08.22

Anaconda Light GTX W are speed hikers with a lightweight, low-cut upper designed for support and agility. The GORE-TEX membrane
keeps your feet comfortable and dry in wet and muddy conditions. A breathable abrasion-resistant textile upper keeps you protected,
and EVA midsole improves cushioning and keeps you light on your feet. Next-generation Michelin Ultimate Grip Concept outsole gives
you the traction and grip to master any trail!
2437 Huntinggreen/Olive

1434 Ocean/
Aqua

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Improved grip and traction
with Michelin
• Reflective details
• Protective mudguard
• Rubber outsole
• Engineered Mesh (Material)
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NEW

Anaconda Light II GTX M

Lightweight Speed-Hiker with Gore-Tex

3-92200
Price: FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

41-47

31.08.22

Anaconda Light GTX M are speed hikers with a lightweight, low-cut upper designed for support and agility. The GORE-TEX membrane keeps
your feet comfortable and dry in wet and muddy conditions. A breathable abrasion-resistant textile upper keeps you protected, and EVA
midsole improves cushioning and keeps you light on your feet. Next-generation Michelin Ultimate Grip Concept outsole gives you the traction
and grip to master any trail!
574 Navy/Denim

2 Black

331 Grey/
Orange

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Improved grip and traction
with Michelin
• Lightweight
• Protective mudguard
• Removable insole
• Engineered Mesh (Material)

Constrictor III WP BOA

3-88200
Price: FILL HERE

Insulated High Traction Winter Boot

Size

Delivery

36-47

30.09.22

Constrictor III delivers durable waterproof construction that keeps your feet warm and protected on subzero adventures. These high-performance boots feature a sturdy, water-resistant Primaloft lining and Primaloft Aerogel insoles that insulate feet from below. The Boa® Fit System lets you fine-tune your fit with the twist of a dial! Viking’s Ultimate Grip Concept® sole delivers unbeatable traction on slippery surfaces.
Reflective details illuminate for 360º of added nighttime visibility.
246 Black/Silver

8902 Light
grey/Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Primaloft insulation
• Climate control insole
• BOA® closure system
ensures a precision fit
• Waterproof
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Reflective details

NEW

Constrictor High WP M

Cold Weather, Waterproof Hiking Shoe

3-92240

Size

Delivery

Price:

41-47

30.09.22

FILL HERE

Constrictor High WP M is equipped to deliver all the protection needed for the coldest, toughest conditions.Keep your movements fast and
light on rough trails with waterproof protection and Primaloft insulation. Abrasion-resistant uppers offer durability and extended protection,
and house the water-resistant Primaloft lining. Constrictor High WP M delivers Viking’s UGC traction, legendary durability, and all-weather
protection to ensure your feet can handle long expeditions and demanding conditions.
574 Navy/Denim

2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Primaloft insulation
• Climate control insole
• Waterproof
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Warmlined
• Reflective details

NEW

Constrictor High WP W

Cold Weather, Waterproof Hiking Shoe

3-92245

Size

Delivery

Price:

36-42

30.09.22

FILL HERE

Constrictor High WP W is equipped to deliver all the protection needed for the coldest, toughest conditions.Keep your movements fast and
light on rough trails with waterproof protection and Primaloft insulation. Abrasion-resistant uppers offer durability and extended protection,
and house the water-resistant Primaloft lining. Constrictor High WP M delivers Viking’s UGC traction, legendary durability, and all-weather
protection to ensure your feet can handle long expeditions and demanding conditions.
66 Cream

203 Black/Grey

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Primaloft insulation
• Climate control insole
• Waterproof
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Warmlined
• Reflective details
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Rask GTX BOA Spikes W/M

Spiked Hiking Shoe

3-91205/3-91200
Price:

FILL HERE

Size
36-42/41-46

Delivery
31.10.22

For an unparalleled winter grip for cold-weather hikes, discover Rask Spikes GTX M! This supportive, mid-profile hiking boot features high
traction from Viking UGC® rubber sole, with molded spikes that effortlessly grip ice and slippery surfaces. Rask Spikes GTX M is constructed
from durable materials, warm lined, step-in comfort, and a GORE-TEX waterproof membrane. Unique reflective details and laces provide 360
degrees of visibility at night.
231 Black/Orange

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Spiked rubber outsole
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Removable insole
• Reflective details

Rask GTX Warm M/W

3-88520/3-88525

Size

Delivery

Price:

41-47/ 36-42

30.09.22

Cold Weather, Waterproof Hiking Shoe

FILL HERE

Adventure awaits! Rask Warm GTX M is a versatile insulated winter boot that brings unparalleled comfort to any trail! This mid-profile boot
offers extended ankle support, high traction from Viking’s UGC® rubber sole, and reflective details that provide 360 degrees of visibility. Rask
Warm GTX M is constructed from durable materials, warm-lined, step-in comfort, and a GORE-TEX waterproof membrane for lasting comfort
and protection during long winter walks.
277 Black/Charcoal

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Synthetic /Textile

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Rubber outsole
• Removable insole
• Reflective details

Day Mid GTX M/W

3-90370/ 3-90375

Size

Delivery

Price:

41 - 47/ 36 - 42

31.08.22

Versatile Waterproof Outdoor Shoe

FILL HERE

The Day Mid GTX M is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort, and wet weather protection with every
step. Durable construction stands up to rough wear, and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. The mid-high profile delivers extended ankle support and protection, and EVA midsoles cushion every step. The UGC® outsole
is made from soft rubber with a distinct lug pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial.

202 Black/Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comf. Prism
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Rubber outsole
• Removable insole

Day GTX M/W

3-90350/3-90365

Size

Delivery

Price:

41 - 47/ 36 - 42

31.08.22

Versatile Waterproof Outdoor Shoe

FILL HERE

The Day GTX W is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort, and wet weather protection with every
step. Durable construction stands up to rough wear, and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high
breathability. EVA midsoles cushion every step for all-day comfort. The UGC® outsole is made from soft rubber with a distinct lug
pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial.
278 Black/Pewter

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Rubber outsole
• Removable insole
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Sporty GTX W/M

Versatile Waterproof Hiking Shoe

3-90385/3-90380

Size

Delivery

Price:

36-42/41-47

31.08.22

FILL HERE

Sporty GTX W is always the way to go when support, comfort, and value are key. This versatile shoe is made from a durable mesh, with
strategic reinforcements that act as a mudguard. On wet and rainy days, the GORE-TEX membrane provides breathable waterproof protection.
Sporty GTX W has a medium last that fits most feet with oval laces that resist becoming untied. The rubber outsole has unique flex grooves
that extend onto the heel for a comfortable step with a trusted grip.
277 Black/Charcoal

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Rubber outsole
• High-comfort moldable insole
• Removable insole

Comfort Light GTX BOA M

3-92560

Size

Delivery

Price:

40-47

31.08.22

Versatile Waterproof Outdoor Shoe

FILL HERE

No pressure, no pain, no limits! The Comfort Light GTX BOA M is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort, and wet
weather protection with every step. Comfort Light GTX is equipped with the BOA® Fit System for a fast and effortless precision fit that reduces pressure points across your foot. Durable construction stands up to rough wear, and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof
protection and high breathability. EVA midsoles cushions every step for all-day comfort. The UGC® outsole is made from soft rubber with a
distinct lug pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Rubber outsole
• Removable insole

Comfort Light Mid GTX M/W

3-91525/3-91520
Price: FILL HERE

Versatile Waterproof Outdoor Shoe

Size

Delivery

42 - 47/36 - 41

31.08.22

Looking for shoes that really go places? The Comfort Light Mid GTX W is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort,
and wet weather protection with every step. Durable construction and extended ankle support stands up to rough wear. The GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. EVA midsoles cushions every step for all-day comfort. The UGC® outsole is
made from soft rubber with a distinct lug pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Rubber outsole
• Removable insole

Comfort Light GTX M/W

3-91515/3-91510

Size

Delivery

Price:

42 - 47/36 - 41

31.08.22

All-Round Hiking Shoe

FILL HERE

The Comfort light GTX is a lightweight, all-round hiking shoe that delivers good grip, high comfort and wet weather protection with every step.
A durable construction stands up to rough wear and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. The
Gore-tex membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard and Bluesign® certified. The mid high design gives ankle support and protection, while an EVA
midsole cushions every step. For great trail grip, the UGC® outsole is made of soft rubber with a distinct lug pattern.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Rubber outsole
• Removable insole
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Day Pro GTX

Versatile Waterproof Outdoor Shoe

3-52150
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.08.22

Hit your local trail with the Day Pro GTX. These shoes are built for the no-nonsense customer. The lightweight Vibram sole and EVA midsole
work together to provide the best cushioning and shock absorption at Viking. At the same time, the curved shape delivers energy returns with
every step. The breathable, OEKO-TEX 100 standard and Bluesign® certified GORE-TEX waterproof membrane keeps feet dry and comfortable
around town and in the woods.
2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Additional (added) stability and support
• Improved grip and traction with Vibram
• Lightweight
• Vegan

Easy Warm GTX

3-90320
Price: FILL HERE

Warm Hiking Shoe

Size

Delivery

36-47

30.09.22

The Easy Warm GTX is a supportive and comfortable urban outdoor boot built for cold, wet or slushy city streets and light hikes on the trail.
Made from a suede and Ripstop nylon construction with a warm wool blend liner, this mid high model keeps feet well protected, insulated and
offers good durability. For foot comfort, the GORE-TEX membrane guarantees waterproof protection and breathability. Viking’s Nordic last fits
most feet well. The EVA midsole cushions and supports. Complete with metal eyelets and lace locks for easy adjustment, the Easy Warm GTX
tackles nasty winter weather and uneven surfaces with ease.
277 Black/Charcoal

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Leather

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Rubber outsole
• Removable insole

Viking Hunter GTX

3-74450

Classic Hunting Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-48

31.08.22

The Hunter GTX is a leather hunting boot that provides unbeatable support for hours of tracking through the backcountry wilderness. Viking
Hunter GTX is constructed from sturdy durable leather with a lightweight GORE-TEX waterproof lining for wet weather protection. These boots
feature a wide last, with an integrated rubber toe cap for added durability and protection from rocks and roots. Viking Hunter GTX comes with
a high-traction UGC® rubber sole, perfect for changing terrian!
18 Dark Brown

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/PU UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Performance,
Ultimate
• Upper Material: Full Grain

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Full grain leather
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Additional (added) stability and support
• Removable insole

Villrein II GTX BOA Leather

3-51190

Modern Hunting Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-48

31.08.22

Villrein II Boa GTX delivers GORE-TEX waterproof protection, comfort, and durability for hours of tracking through backcountry wilderness.
Enjoy the hunt with a supportive upper made of tough full-grain leather, equipped with the BOA® Fit System for a fast and effortless precision
fit. Get an unbeatable high traction grip with UGC® rubber outsoles. Villrein II Boa GTX has a medium-wide last and lightweight EVA midsole
with excellent cushioning for all-day comfort.
18 Dark Brown

263 Black/Rust

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Performance
• Upper Material: Leather / Textile

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• BOA® closure system
ensures a precision fit
• Ultimate grip powered by UGC®
• Protective mudguard
• Removable insole
• Lightweight
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Icefighter

Adults Thermo Boot

5-75850
Price: FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-48

30.09.22

An extreme thermo boot for the most extreme conditions - the Icefighter was built to endure the cold and keep feet warm down to an incredible
-40 °C. This high shaft thermo boot combines the high quality, lightweight and insulating polyurethane called Elastopan® with an ultra warm
wool and polyester lining. Elastopan® is a 100 percent PVC-free and contains millions of tiny air bubbles and provides 2.5 times more insulation
than normal PU boots, while being twice as durable. The sole is extra thick and gives great insulation and grip on ice and snow. These boots
feature a Nordic cold climate last, which is wider, with more room in the toe area, since cramped feet could lead to frostbite. The Icefighter is
great for snowmobiling, ice fishing, shoveling the driveway - any activity where you encounter the deepest snow and coldest temperatures.
203 Black/Grey

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: PU
• Lining material: Wool/Polyester
• Upper Material: PU

• Designed for Scandinavian winters
• Wool-blend lining
• Removable insole
• PVC free
• Enhanced grip

Arctic 2.0

5-44000
Price: FILL HERE

For the coldest days

Size

Delivery

36-47

30.09.22

Perfect for standing or being active in the coldest conditions, the Arctic 2. is a versatile and super warm thermo boot in a lightweight design.
This mid-high thermo boot with a storm cuff combines the high quality, lightweight and insulating polyurethane called Elastopan® with an
ultra-warm wool and polyester lining. Elastopan® is a material that contains millions of tiny air bubbles and provides 2.5 times more insulation
than normal PU boots, while being twice as durable. The sole has a heel kick that makes them easy to get off as well as an aggressive lug
pattern that grips snow and ice well. For a snug and warm fit, the last is slightly narrower. Arctic 2. offers comfortable and reliable warmth,
down to -30°C.
291 Black/Dark Grey

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: PU
• Lining material: Wool/Polyester
• Upper Material: PU

• Designed for Scandinavian winters
• Wool-blend lining
• Snow lock for deep snow
• Removable insole
• Enhanced grip
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Rainbow Warrior

Classic Full-Grain Leather Sneakers

1 White

2 Black

201 Black/
White

3-52930
Price: FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-47

31.08.22

Our Rainbow Warrior is the perfect everyday city shoe for those looking for a high-quality leather sneaker with a timeless, sporty
silhouette and eco-friendly features. The leather outers are full-grain leather sourced from an eco-friendly leather producer committed
to manufacturing concepts that reduce the harmful impact leather production has on the environment ISA TanTec. The linings are made
from sustainably sourced pigskin, known for its flexibility and comfort. The inlay sole is a lightweight OrthoLite EVA sole created from
recycled material.
The tone-on-tone laces are also produced from recycled materials. The rubber outsole, made from 20% recycled rubber, provides a
comfortable and stable experience with every step.
Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/Rubber
• Lining material: Leather
• Upper Material: Leather

• Sustainably produced Leather
• Recycled rubber-mix outsole
• Recycled laces
• Recycled Ortholite EVA insole

NEW

Urban Explorer Mid GTX W

Mid-profile versatile shoe with modern look

20 Off-white

2 Black

7774 Charcoal/
Denim

3-92370
Price: FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-41

31.08.22

Move forward at any pace with Urban Explorer Mid GTX W. Discover everyday performance with style that takes you off the trail and into
your daily routine. Delivering warm, insulating, waterproof protection from GORE-TEX, and lightweight dual-density EVA midsoles that minimize
weight and maximize cushioning, the result is a soft, responsive feel and long-lasting comfort. Lightweight, reliable traction is created from EVA
and rubber, perfect whether you find yourself on city streets or suburban sidewalks. Engineered mesh, webbings, and textiles deliver breathable
comfort and are created from recycled content. The laces are created from 100% recycled materials. The ISA TanTec certified premium suede
outers are sourced from LWG-certified tanneries and are weather-protected by a PCF-free non-wicking treatment for increased durability.

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Performance, Sierra
• Upper Material: Leather / Textile

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Sustainably produced Leather
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Recycled laces
• Extra ankle support

NEW

Urban Explorer High GTX W

Multi-use, high-profile, winter sneaker

217 Black/Fuxia

7756 Charcoal/
Light Blue

20 Off-White

3-92375
Price: FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

36-41

31.08.22

Looking for a little cozy cold-weather style that can go the distance? Meet the Urban Explorer High GTX W - engineered for breathable
warmth with all-weather comfort and protection. Warm-up with waterproof performance from GORE-TEX that delivers insulated comfort and
protection, so you’re always warm, dry, and ready for anything the day throws your way. The ISA TanTec certified premium suede outers are
sourced from LWG-certified tanneries and are weather-protected by a PCF-free non-wicking treatment for increased durability. A lightweight,
dual-density EVA midsole minimizes weight and maximizes cushioning for a soft, responsive feel and long-lasting, cushioned comfort. Lightweight, reliable traction is created from EVA and rubber, perfect whether you find yourself on city streets or suburban sidewalks.
Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Performance, Sierra
• Upper Material: Leather / Textile

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Sustainably produced Leather
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Recycled laces
• Extra ankle support

NEW

Urban Explorer Low GTX W

Low-profile urban comfort sneaker

20 Off-white

2 Black

37 Olive

3-92365
FILL HERE
Price:

Size

Delivery

36-41

31.08.22

For daily commutes, urban adventures, or weekend getaways, there’s Urban Explorer Low GTX W. Warm waterproof performance from
GORE-TEX delivers insulated comfort and protection, so you’re always warm, dry, and ready for anything from weekday routines to weekend
surprises. A lightweight dual-density EVA midsole is performance-inspired: it minimizes weight and maximizes cushioning for serious all-day
comfort. Lightweight, reliable traction is created from EVA and rubber, perfect whether you find yourself on city streets or suburban sidewalks.
Mesh uppers, webbings and linings are engineered to deliver breathable comfort and are created from recycled content. The laces are created
from 100% recycled materials. The ISA TanTec certified premium suede outers are sourced from LWG-certified tanneries and are weather-protected by a PCF-free non-wicking treatment for increased durability.
Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Performance, Sierra
• Upper Material: Leather / Textile

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Sustainably produced Leather
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Recycled laces
• Extra ankle support
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Adult
Urban Outdoor
NEW

Urban Explorer High GTX M

Multi-use, high-profile, winter sneaker

Size

Delivery

Price:

36-41

31.08.22

FILL HERE

No matter where you’re headed, Urban Explorer High GTX M can help get you there. Lightweight EVA construction delivers weightless traction
and responsive cushioning for all-day comfort with a modern look that takes you off the trail and into your daily routine with style. Waterproof
protection from GORE-TEX, cold-weather insulation, and a high ankle profile are perfect for powering through everyday challenges, changing
seasons, and unpredictable weather. Abrasion-resistant textiles increase durability and laces and are created from recycled content for a little
added sustainability with every step. Get going with waterproof performance that can go the distance and enhanced stability and comfort to
enjoy the ride.

37 Olive

74 Denim

3-92385

203 Black/Grey

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Performance, Sierra
• Upper Material: Leather / Textile

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Sustainably produced Leather
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Recycled laces
• Extra ankle support

NEW

Urban Explorer Mid GTX M

Mid-profile versatile shoe with modern style

8 Brown

Size

Delivery

41-47

31.08.22

Discover all-day versatility, lightweight comfort and performance with Urban Explorer Mid GTX M, perfect for moving through changing
seasons and unpredictable weather. Insulating GORE-TEX protection delivers waterproof style and are weather-protected with a PCF-free nonwicking treatment for increased durability, sourced from LWG-certified tanneries (ISA TAnTec) - plus, they’re lightweight, breathable, and built
to keep you warm and dry. The lightweight EVA midsole increases cushioning, reduces overall weight, and increases support for a more secure
feel for surefooted fun off-road and on the weekends. Abrasion-resistant textiles increase durability and are created from recycled content
designed to give your feet comfort and added protection when you’re on the move. The laces are created from 100% recycled materials too!

9142 Dark Grey/Dark Natural

20 Off-White

3-92380
Price: FILL HERE

531 Navy/
Orange

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Performance, Sierra
• Upper Material: Leather / Textile

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Full grain leather
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Recycled laces
• Extra ankle support

NEW

Urban Explorer Low GTX M

Low-profile urban comfort sneaker

38 Beige

2 Black

5 Navy

3-92390
Price: FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

41-47

31.08.22

Meet our newest adventure-ready sneaker - Urban Explorer Low GTX M and discover lightweight comfort and weather protection. Perfect
for anywhere the day may take you. EVA midsoles and outsoles create ultra-lightweight traction and responsive lightweight cushioning for
game-changing comfort. Durable craftsmanship, GORE-TEX protection, and modern urban design elevates these casual lace-ups so you can
go from rural adventurers to urban escapes in style.
Mesh uppers, webbings, and linings are all engineered to deliver breathable comfort and are created from recycled content. The laces are
created from 100% recycled materials. The ISA TanTec certified premium suede outers are sourced from LWG-certified tanneries and are
weather-protected by a PCF-free non-wicking treatment for increased durability.
Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Performance, Sierra
• Upper Material: Leather / Textile

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Sustainably produced Leather
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Recycled laces
• Extra ankle support
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Kids
Outdoor
NEW

Aery High GTX R Warm

Superlight winterboots for kids

3-92400

Size

Delivery

Price:

20-39

31.08.22

FILL HERE

Our most popular ultra-lightweight kids collection just got a cold-weather upgrade! Aery High GTX R Warm is our newest, lightest winter sneaker for kids! A GORE-TEX membrane provides 100% warm, insulating, waterproof protection, and lightweight insulating EVA delivers a nearly
weightless experience, with natural flexpoints for comfort. 360° of reflective details help keep kids visible.Double velcro closures are always
easy and outsoles create lightweight traction that will never weigh them down.
2105 Violet/Navy

2305 Cobolt/
Navy

94 Dusty Pink

3710 Olive/Red

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Lightweight
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Highly reflective
• Ergonomic fit for growing feet
• Easy on/off and quick adjustability
with velcro

Hilma High GTX Warm

3-91450

Kids Reflective, GORE-TEX Winter Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

20-33

31.08.22

Hilma High GTX Warm is a dependable winter boot with a little extra flare. Kids will love the glittery side panels and plush faux fur at the top,
and parents will appreciate the abrasion resistant upper, reflective detailing and waterproof GORE-TEX membrane knowing their kid’s feet will
stay comfortable and dry. The durable rubber outsole with grippy treads keeps feet stable and safe on slippery winter streets and playgrounds.
53 Antiquerose
NEW
COLOR

2 Black

917 Pink/
Fuchsia

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Vegan
• Removable insole
• Machine washable 30°C
• Easy on/off and quick
adjustability with velcro.

NEW

Revel High GTX Warm

Premium GORE-TEX Winter Shoes

3-92000

Size

Delivery

Price:

20-33

31.08.22

FILL HERE

Winter’s most wanted - Revel High GTX Warm! Winter wonderlands require warm boots to keep toes toasty with cozy insulation and waterproof
protection. The ISA TanTec certified leather outer conceals a GORE-TEX membrane for breathable waterproof protection. The durable rubber
outsole with grippy treads keeps feet stable and safe on slippery winter streets and playgrounds. We’ve thought of everything, from reflective
details and velcro closures to XL pull-tabs they can use with gloves! The sole, ripstop, and ultra-durable mesh upper are all created from
recycled materials.
510 Navy/Red

2 Black

3710 Olive/red

9417 Dusty Pink/
Fuchsia

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Leather

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Sustainably produced Leather
• Reflective details
• Recycled rubber-mix outsole
• Easy on/off and quick adjustability
with velcro
• Additional toe reinforcement

Spro High GTX Warm

3-90935

Size

Delivery

Price:

20-33

31.08.22

Kids GORE-TEX Protected Winter Boots

FILL HERE

Spro High GTX Warm is a versatile winter performer, durably constructed to handle rain, snow, and slush. Spro High GTX Warm is made from
reinforced abrasion-resistant synthetic textiles that offer protection and comfort throughout the day. An insulated inner liner and waterproof
membrane keep toes warm and dry. Spro High GTX Warm has a mudguard and toe reinforcements that increase durability and protect active
kids. The colorful rubber sole provides excellent traction when needed.
5 Navy
NEW
COLOR

62 Plum
NEW
COLOR

7857 Pewter/
Terracotta

277 Black/
Charcoal

903 Pink/Grey

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Insole with higher insulation
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Easy on/off and quick adjustability with
velcro.
• Strap suitabel sole
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Outdoor

Verglas High GTX R Warm

Durable Slip-on Winter Boots

3-91455

Size

Delivery

Price:

20-33

31.08.22

Winter comes with chilly challenges - help them conquer it all with Verglas High GTX R Warm! Stay warm, dry, and protected in rain, snow, or
mud with a cozy insulating inner lining and Gore-Tex waterproof protection. Reflective detailing provides 360° of visibility after dark. Slip-in
design with velcro closures gets everyone out the door faster and helps create the perfect fit! A high-grip rubber sole with a high traction
design delivers the best grip with every step on slick surfaces.
8277 Peach/Charcoal
7749-55419-3 - MRAW R XTG HGIH SALGREV

SDIK | SYAWRUOLOC | 22WA |

ENOTNAP
XPT 7093-91
NORI DEGROF

laocrahC 77

7702 Charcoal/
Black

NEW
COLOR

ENOTNAP
XPT 2025-21
EVODELTRUT

MAERC 66

ENOTNAP
XPT 7071-61

EVUAM ELLIVUAED

KNIP YTSUD 49

ENOTNAP

XPT 5061-71
YRREBREDLE

KNIP YTSUD 49

9477 Dusty
Pink/Charcoal

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Highly reflective
• Vegan
• Easy on/off and quick
adjustability with velcro.
• Machine washable 30°C
• Removable insole

Play High GTX R Warm

3-87025

Size

Delivery

Price:

20-33

31.08.22

Kids Reflective, GORE-TEX Winter Boots

FILL HERE

Let the snowballs fly! Play High GTX R Warm is a winter boot designed for big smiles and lots of fun! Play II is ultra-durable and has GORE-TEX
protection, a mid-cut design, and an insulating lining that provide little feet with all the protection and support they need. Dual Velcro adjustment straps are perfect for fuss-free transitions, and reflective details help keep kids visible. A sturdy high traction rubber outsole ensures a
secure grip in all conditions.
24 Huntinggreen

94 Dusty Pink

577 Navy/
Charcoal

NEW
COLOR

2388 Cobolt/
Lime

2702 Reflective/
Black

NEW
COLOR

2174 Violet/
Denim

NEW
COLOR

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Highly reflective
• Insole with higher insulation
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Machine washable 30°C
• Additional (added) stability and support

Toasty High GTX Warm

3-87060

Size

Delivery

Price:

20-33

31.08.22

4853 Grape/
Antique Rose

Kids GORE-TEX Protected Winter Boots

FILL HERE

Maximum warmth for all-out fun! Toasty is a trusted winter boot that keeps children dry and warm on the coldest, snowiest days! Toasty is
made from a lightweight, durable, water-resistant textile that is supported by a GORE-TEX insulating membrane and technical lining for warm,
waterproof protection. The high profile and velcro closure keep little feet supported and make transitions a breeze. Slip-resistant rubber
outsoles and reflective details keep kids safe and seen this winter!

277 Black/Charcoal
NEW
COLOR

4140 Wine/
Burgundy

4747-06078-3 - XTG II YTSAOT

SDIK | SYAWRUOLOC | 22WA |

NEW
COLOR

ENOTNAP
XPT 1054-41
GNINIL REVLIS

TNEMEC 37

1709 Fuchsia/
Pink

ENOTNAP
XPT 8193-81
EULB ANIHC

MINED 47

7474 Denim/
Denim

ENOTNAP
XPT 2214-91

NAECO TILNOOM

MINED 47

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Insole with higher insulation
• Machine washable 30°C
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Strap suitabel sole
• Additional (added) stability and support

Montebello High GTX Warm

3-90030
FILL HERE
Price:

Kids GORE-TEX Protected Winter Boots

Size

Delivery

20-33

31.08.22

Meet Montebello GTX! A warm winter boot with a bit of extra support and protection. Cozy faux fur lining and soft insulation keep small feet
warm and cosy with the help of a GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane that keeps feet dry and protected. A durable rubber sole with added
traction keeps kids on their feet, and a reinforced toe cap protects little toes against rocks and roots hidden in the snow. The kids’ specific last
and mid-high profile gives plenty of support for all-day comfort!
94 Dusty Pink

92-03009-3 - MRAW XTG HGIH OLLEBETNOM

SDIK | SYAWRUOLOC | 22WA |

NEW
COLOR
ENOTNAP
XPT 1054-41
GNINIL REVLIS

TNEMEC 37

2 Black

29 Redbrown

ENOTNAP
XPT 0311-81
CETZA

NWORB 8

ENOTNAP

XPT 0221-91
ONICCUPPAC

NWORB DER 92

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Easy on/off with Zipper
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Machine washable 30°C
• Strap suitabel sole
• Additional (added) stability and support
30

Kids
Outdoor

Oksval High GTX Warm

Kids GORE-TEX Protected Winter Boots

3-90070
Price: FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

20-33

31.08.22

Let the snowballs fly this winter! Oksval GTX is a warm and waterproof winter boot perfect for deep snow and freezing temperatures! Slip
them on, tighten them up and let them go! Oksval GTX is made from durable ripstop nylon with a waterproof GORE-TEX membrane for warmth,
and comfort. The snow-lock keeps snow and debris out, and the high traction rubber outsoles add durability and help kids stay on their feet.

5 Navy
NEW
COLOR

410 Green/Red

277 Black/
Charcoal

2819-07009-3 - MRAW XTG HGIH LAVSKO

SDIK | SYAWRUOLOC | 22WA |

NEW
COLOR
ENOTNAP
XPT 0000-31
MAEBNOOM

LARTUEN 0

ENOTNAP
XPT 0093-91
TNEMEVAP

YERG KRAD 19

9182 Dark Grey
Peach

ENOTNAP

XPT 6251-61
ATTOC ARRET

HCAEP 28

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Climate control insole
• Machine washable 30°C
• Insole with higher insulation
• Rubber outsole
• Speed lacing for quicker
transitions and an adaptive fit

Haslum High GTX Warm

3-90965

Size

Delivery

Price:

20-33

31.08.22

Kids GORE-TEX Protected Winter Boots

FILL HERE

Haslum GTX is a modern boot with a classic Scandinavian design. Haslum GTX is ready for chilly days and piles of snow. This modern boot is
made from durable micro suede that delivers an elevated look and feel. Inside, a warm, high loft liner and a GORE-TEX waterproof membrane
keep feet dry and comfy. Designed to go on easy, elastic laces and a toggle creates a fun fit! A mudguard and reinforcements increase durability and protect the feet when highly active.
6209 Plum/Pink
NEW
COLOR

563 Navy/Rust

NEW
COLOR

9145 Dark Grey/
IceBlue

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Climate control insole
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Machine washable 30°C
• Rubber outsole

Vang High GTX Warm

3-91005

Kids GORE-TEX Protected Winter Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

20-29

31.08.22

Vang GTX has it all! This waterproof winter boot is made of abrasion-resistant synthetic material, equipped with durable reinforcements,
making these shoes built to last! On the inside, the waterproof GORE-TEX membrane keeps feet dry and happy, whatever the conditions. The
upper features twin Velcro fasteners for the quick ins and outs! Below removable EVA inserts cushion every step while a tough rubber outsole
provides long-lasting grip on slippery surfaces on the playground and street.
62 Plum

2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Vegan
• Removable insole
• Machine washable 30°C
• Easy on/off and quick adjustability
with velcro

Tretten High WP Warm

3-91000

Kids Winter Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

20-29

31.08.22

Get everything they need this winter in one boot! Tretten High WP Warm Kid is made of abrasion-resistant synthetic material equipped with
durable reinforcements, and Twin Velcro fasteners help with quick ins and outs - making these shoes built to last! On the inside, a waterproof
membrane ensures feet stay warm and dry no matter the conditions outside. Below, cushioning EVA inserts will help lighten each step, while a
tough rubber outsole provides long-lasting grip on slippery surfaces on the playground and street.
53 Antiquerose

5 Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Vegan
• Removable insole
• Machine washable 30°C
• Easy on/off and quick
adjustability with velcro
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Outdoor

Dennis Mid GTX Warm

Kids GORE-TEX Protected Winter Boots

3-90075
Price: FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

20-33

31.08.22

Meet Dennis GTX! A modern, lightweight, and durable winter boot built to keep active kids outside as long as they want! Double velcro adjustment straps are made from extra-durable materials, and seamless construction reduces any uncomfortable pressure points. A mudguard,
insulating liner, and waterproof GORE-TEX protection ensure feet stay dry and warm throughout the day. Dennis GTX has a fit that allows extra
room for toes to wiggle and a rubber outsole for traction and durability.
5 Navy
NEW
COLOR

61 Khaki

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Reflective details
• Rubber outsole
• Removable insole
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Additional (added) stability and support

Hoston High WP R Warm

3-91600

Kids Reflective, waterproof Winter Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

20-35

31.08.22

Keep kids warm, dry and visible this winter with Hoston R WP. This mid-cut slip-on boot features a waterproof membrane and a soft insulating
lining that will keep little feet warm and cosy. After dark this unique boot truly shines, literally! The entire textile upper is made of a high-res
reflective material, making sure kids are visible on dark winter streets. Below, a comfortable kids specific last is supported by a grippy rubber
sole for added traction in all sorts of winter conditions.
94 Dusty Pink

2 Black

NEW
COLOR

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof
• Highly reflective
• Vegan
• Lightweight
• Easy on/off and quick
adjustability with velcro.
• Machine washable 30°C

Lucas Mid WP Warm

3-90600

Size

Delivery

Price:

20-30

31.08.22

Casual mid-high urbanban boot

FILL HERE

Lucas WP is a casual, mid-high urban boot made from premium materials for comfort and protection on chilly days spent in the city or at
school. Lucas WP has a soft, insulating lining and waterproof membrane, so little feet are warm and dry in winter weather. Viking’s kids specific last guarantees a comfy fit, and high traction rubber outsole keeps kids on their feet! Standard laces allow for easy tightening. Viking’s
kid’s specific last provides good support for every activity level.
277 Black/Charcoal
NEW
COLOR

2976 Redbrown/
Dark Blue

570 Navy/
Honey

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof
• Machine washable 30°C
• Suede leather
• Warmlined
• Climate control insole

NEW

Estelle Mid WP Warm

Fun Winter Sneaker

3-92600
FILL HERE
Price:

Size

Delivery

20-35

31.08.22

Meet Estelle! Estelle Mid WP Warm is a mid-cut warm lined waterproof sneaker with a little sparkle for cold days! Esther WP features a fully
waterproof membrane and fluffy lining that extends beyond the boot’s shaft for warm, dry feet on cold rainy days. Viking’s kids specific last
ensures a comfy and supportive fit throughout the day. Creating the right fit is easy with two large velcro straps. The rubber outsole with
a high traction tread pattern keeps kids on their feet!
2 Black

17 Fuchsia

94 Dusty Pink

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof
• Rubber outsole
• Reflective details
• Easy on/off and quick
adjustability with velcro
• Engineered mesh (Material)
• Machine washable 30°C
32

Kids
Outdoor
Ask Mid F GTX

Durable Waterproof Kids Hiking Shoes

3-52005

Size

Delivery

Price:

20-35

31.08.22

FILL HERE

The Ask Mid F GTX is a premium outdoor sneaker for kids packed with sustainably focused features! The sole, ripstop, ultra-durable mesh
upper, and GORE-TEX laminate are all created from recycled materials. The Mid-high profile delivers extended ankle support, and the rubber
tread creates a maximum grip. The contoured sole offers a snug fit for ankle straps on outdoor pants, preventing them from riding up.
These sneakers are lace-free! Perfect for young kids and parents always on the go!
2431 Huntinggreen/Orange

385 Grey/
LightGreen

277 Black/
Charcoal

7455 Denim/
Petrol

9496 Dusty
Pink/Magenta

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Highly reflective
• Additional (added) stability
and support
• Recycled rubber-mix outsole
• Easy on/off and quick adjustability
with velcro
• Machine washable 30°C

33

Kids
Indoor Shoes
Hild

Indoor Leather Childrens Slipper

3-52275
Price: FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

18-30

31.08.22

Perfect for kindergarten or cozy cabin weekends, kids can slip into Hild, a premium children’s indoor slipper. Hild is created from Isa TanTec
leather and LWG certified- premium materials allow the slipper to mold to the shape of kid’s feet for a better fit and breathability. Hild features
a closed-back, an elastic strap across the foot, and a flexible TPU sole for excellent traction inside. Leather can be wiped clean and is more
sustainable and durable than similar synthetic materials.
58 Cognac

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: TPR
• Lining material: Leather
• Upper Material: Leather

• Full grain leather
• Easy slip on/off
• Enhanced grip
• Additional (added) stability and support

Frigge

3-50665

Size

Delivery

Price:

18-30

31.08.22

Indoor Childrens Slipper

FILL HERE

Frigge is a sleek-looking slipper for little feet needing some extra comfort and protection indoors. The slipper features a soft and smooth
outer construction made from suede leather for extra durability, as well as a soft and insulated inner lining. The fit is snug for good support,
and a large Velcro strap lets you adjust the fit. For good traction, there is a non-marking rubber outsole, which makes Frigge perfect for
kindergarten ñ or just around the house.
53 Antiquerose

5 Navy

12 Camel

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: TPR
• Lining material: Leather
• Upper Material: Leather

• Suede leather
• Easy on/off and quick
adjustability with velcro.
• Rubber outsole
• Ergonomic fit for growing feet

Mime

3-50670
Price: FILL HERE

Indoor Childrens Slipper

Size

Delivery

18-30

31.08.22

Mime is a cute indoor slipper for kids and a must-have for cozy cabin weekends this autumn and winter. It is made from warm wool that is naturally antibacterial and odor-free. Inside is a soft and fuzzy inner lining for maximum comfort. An adjustable strap with velcro closure creates
a snug fit for all types of feet, and a non-marking rubber outsole provides good traction on all kinds of surfaces. This slipper can gently be
washed by hand.
3 Grey

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: TPR
• Lining material: Fleece
• Upper Material: Wool Blend

• Made of Wool blend
• Handwash
• Warmlined
• Rubber outsole
• Easy on/off and quick
adjustability with velcro
• Ergonomic fit for growing feet

Njord

3-50660

Size

Delivery

Price:

18-30

31.08.22

Indoor Childrens Slipper

FILL HERE

Snug and warm, Njord is the perfect indoor slipper for little feet needing a little extra comfort and protection indoors- ideal for kindergarten
classrooms and cozy cabin weekends. Njord has a soft, wool outer textile construction with a soft and moisture-wicking insulated lining. Velcro
straps let you adjust for a snug fit. A non-marking rubber outsole delivers safe traction and is perfect for indoor fun!

3 Grey

5 Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: TPR
• Lining material: Textile
• Upper Material: Wool Blend

• Made of Wool blend
• Rubber outsole
• Easy on/off and quick
adjustability with velcro
• Handwash
• Sock fit construction
• Ergonomic fit for growing feet
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Kids
Indoor Shoes
Hnoss

Indoor Childrens Slipper

3-50667

Size

Delivery

Price:

18-30

31.08.22

FILL HERE

Looking for a high-functioning shoe for indoor fun? Look no further than Hnoss! Hnoss is built with the same quality and materials we use for
our outdoor shoes because we know how tough kindergarten can be! These shoes have plenty of comfort with a non-marking rubber outsole,
which is perfect for all types of active indoor play.

94 Dusty Pink

505 Navy/Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: TPR
• Lining material: Textile
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Vegan
• Machine washable 30°C
• Easy on/off and quick
adjustability with velcro
• Rubber outsole
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Ergonomic fit for growing feet

35

Junior
Outdoor
NEW

Espo High 2 GTX BOA R Warm

Premium GORE-TEX Winter Sneakers

3-92120
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-41

31.08.22

Looking for a winter boot that checks every box? Espo Mid 2 GTX BOA R Warm features durable design, a dialed-in fit from BOA, and 360-degrees of reflective details - all with a cool look and comfortable construction. Unlock their next adventure with GORE-TEX synthetic wool lining
and waterproof membrane for warm, breathable insulation and protection throughout the day. The best part? There’s a little sustainability in
every step! Recycled rubber soles look cool and offer added traction.
62 Plum

2 Black

5 Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Recycled rubber-mix outsole
• BOA® closure system ensures
a precision fit
• Engineered mesh (Material)
• Additional (added) stability
and support
• Additional toe reinforcement

NEW

Espo High 2 WP BOA Warm

Waterproof, Insulted Winter Sneakers

3-92125
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-41

31.08.22

Durable design, warm waterproof protection with a cool look, comfortable construction and a dialed-in fit -Espo Mid 2 WP BOA Warm is ready
to unlock their next adventure. These winter boots offer versatility for wherever (and whenever) they go, with reflective details, waterproof
construction, and multidirectional rubber outsoles that can handle whatever the day throws their way. Espo II Mid WP BOA features the BOA
Fit System, perfect for creating a custom fit and kids always on the move.
2310 Cobolt/Red

2 Black

6914 Apricot/
Ocean

8396 Aubergine/
Magenta

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Warm Lining (Faux fur)
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof
• Rubber outsole
• BOA® closure system
ensures a precision fit
• Engineered mesh (Material)
• Additional (added) stability and support
• Additional toe reinforcement

NEW

Espo High 2 WP Lace Warm

Waterproof, Insulted Winter Sneakers

3-92115
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-41

31.08.22

Everything they need and nothing they don’t - Powered by comfort, Espo Mid 2 WP Lace can take their next adventure further than they ever
dreamed- trust us. Put Viking’s legendary durability to the test with quality-tested materials and durable construction designed to handle
everything life throws its way! These weather-proof sneakers have a mid-cut profile, warm lining and a little extra ankle support and perfect
for a little fun in the snow!
535 Navy/Blue

2 Black

39 Dark Pink

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Warm Lining (Faux fur)
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof
• Warmlined
• Reflective details
• Additional (added) stability and support
• Machine washable 30°C
• Additional toe reinforcement

Liam Mid GTX Warm

3-90110

Hiking Inspired Warm Winter Boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-41

31.08.22

These hiking-inspired winter shoes are perfect for kids looking for a little originality this winter. Liam Mid GTX Warm features durable construction, with a warm insulating lining and Gore-Tex waterproof protection. These shoes feature a standard fit and have elastic laces that are
secured with a velcro strap. The lightweight EVA midsole and rubber outsole provide extra support, with deep lugs that reliably grip the snow
and slippery surfaces.
37 Olive
NEW
COLOR

2 Black

555 Navy/
Petrol

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Easy on/off and quick
adjustability with velcro
• Reflective details
• Machine washable 30°C
• Enhanced grip
• Additional (added) stability and support
36

Junior
Outdoor
Sjur Mid WP Warm

Durable, Waterproof Jr. Winter Shoes

3-91125
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-41

31.08.22

Fresh looks, comfortable construction Sjur Mid WP Warm is ready to keep up with their busiest autumn days and coolest weekends. Sjur has a
textile upper with a clean sleek look matched with elastic laces for an easy fit and no-nonsense convenience. Sjur is durably constructed with
reinforcements along the mudline. A warm lining and waterproof membrane that keep feet warm, dry and protected with solid lugs and grippy
rubber outsole, deliver reliable traction perfect for long days outside.
240 Black/Burgundy
NEW
COLOR

288 Black/
Lime

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Synthetic /Textile

• Waterproof
• Rubber outsole
• Speed lacing for quicker
transitions and an adaptive fit
• Vegan
• Machine washable 30°C
• Additional (added) stability and support

Tyssedal High GTX BOA Warm

3-90900
Price: FILL HERE

GORE-TEX Protected Jr. Winter Boots

Size

Delivery

28-41

31.08.22

Tyssedal Mid GTX BOA Warm, sleek and sporty, this technical winter boot delivers everything they need to tackle harsh winter weather. Equipped with Gore-Tex waterproof protection and insulating lining, feet are guaranteed to stay warm and dry. Modern design and durable materials
create a snug and supportive fit together with the BOA Fit system for quick adjustments on the go. The lightweight EVA midsoles will never
weigh you down, and high traction rubber outsoles deliver reliable traction.
7702 Charcoal/Black
NEW
COLOR

502 Navy
Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• BOA® closure system
ensures a precision fit
• Reflective details
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Rubber outsole

Voll High GTX Warm

3-91410

GORE-TEX Protected Urban Winter Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-41

31.08.22

Defy winters coldest days with Voll Mid GTX Warm, a winter boot that offers premium performance with a cool, clean design. The upper is
built to take on winter conditions and is constructed from a durable abrasion-resistant textile with synthetic nubuck reinforcements along the
mudline. Inside, a soft insulating lining together with a Gore-Tex waterproof membrane keeps toes dry, warm and protected from the elements.
Tough rubber outsoles with large lugs provide added traction and stability.
5-01419-3 - MRAW XTG HGIH LLOV
205-01419-3

SROINUJ | SYAWRUOLOC | 22WA |

90 Taupe

MUG

REVLIS

ENOTNAP
XPT 9104-91
KNI AIDNI

REVLIS 64

YVAN 5

ENOTNAP
XPT 3024-91

THGIN SSELNOOM

KCALB 2

NEW
COLOR

2 Black

502 Navy/
Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Speed lacing for quicker
transitions and an adaptive fit
• Additional (added) stability and support
• Rubber outsole
• Machine washable 30°C
• Vegan

Bjork High GTX BOA Warm

3-91400

GORE-TEX Protected Jr. Winter Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-41

31.08.22

Geared up and ready to go! Bjork High Boa GTX Warm has an athletic look and durable construction for cold weather performance that can’t
be beat! These Jr. boots have a Gore-Tex membrane for 100% waterproof protection, a high profile for extended ankle protection, and BOA Fit
System so theyíll never have any loose laces with a perfect fit every time! Viking’s Nordic last provides a snug fit with plenty of toe space. A
wool blend lining throughout the boot delivers added warmth and insulation.
48 Grape
NEW
COLOR

2 Black

5 Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• BOA® closure system
ensures a precision fit
• Reflective details
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Rubber outsole

37

Junior
Outdoor
Beito High GTX Warm

GORE-TEX Protected Jr. Winter Boots

3-90920

Size

Delivery

Price:

28-41

31.08.22

FILL HERE

Beito High GTX Warm is one of Viking’s most popular Jr. boots and a proven performer when the winter storms roll in. Beito High GTX Warm
features Gore-Tex waterproof protection with a soft, warm lining for unbeatable comfort and protection from winter weather. PU-coated heel
and toe reinforcements add long-lasting durability, and molded EVA midsoles reduce weight and provide shock absorption and insulation
throughout the day. Throw on and go with easy-to-use velcro closures.
2 Black
NEW
COLOR

6294 Plum/
Dusty Pink

503 Navy/Grey

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Cushioning EVA midsole
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Machine washable 30°C
• Additional (added) stability and support

Bonna High GTX R Warm

3-91105

Reflective, Waterproof Jr. Winter Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-41

31.08.22

Looking for a winter boot that can keep up with their busiest winter days? Bonna High GTX R Warm can take them everywhere they want to go!
The extended ankle profile adds stability and helps keep snow out, while the Gore-Tex membrane and warm inner-lining provide warmth and
waterproof protection to help protect from outside moisture and cold temperatures. Bonna High GTX R Warm features a high-performance
multidirectional tread pattern, perfect for icy roads and slippery sidewalks.
62 Plum
NEW
COLOR

2 Black

5 Navy

NEW
COLOR

82 Peach

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Highly reflective
• Easy on/off and quick
adjustability with velcro
• Enhanced grip
• Machine washable 30°C
• Rubber outsole

Vang High GTX Jr

3-91140

GORE-TEX Protected Jr. Winter Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-41

31.08.22

Vang Mid GTX Jr. features cold-weather comfort that keeps them feeling great on the go all season long. Vang Mid GTX Jr. is constructed from
durable synthetic materials with extra structural reinforcements that provide increased protection and the Gore-Tex waterproof membrane.
These comfortable urban sneakers are also equipped with double Velcro, making them quick and easy to put on and take off. EVA midsoles
and rubber outsoles keep them light on their feed and provide added grip.
62 Plum

2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Vegan
• Removable insole
• Machine washable 30°C
• Easy on/off and quick adjustability
with velcro

Tretten High WP Jr

3-91135

Cold Weather, Waterproof Urban Sneakers

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-41

31.08.22

Tretten Mid WP Jr. delivers everything city kids need from an urban shoe this winter - and at a great value! This winter winner is constructed
from durable abrasion-resistant synthetic materials with structural reinforcements, for shoes built to last. An insulated waterproof membrane
ensures feet stay warm and dry no matter what the day may bring. EVA inserts help lighten each step, and a tough rubber outsole provides
long-lasting grip on slippery surfaces from the playground to the street.
53 Antiquerose

5 Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Vegan
• Removable insole
• Machine washable 30°C
• Easy on/off and quick adjustability
with velcro
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Junior
Outdoor
NEW

Akkarvik Mid WP

Durable Mid high Jr. Hiking boots

3-51425
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-41

31.08.22

For young trekkers, comfort is key to creating that unforgettable natural experience, a positive one. Akkarvik Mid WP is a mid-cut waterproof
hiking boot for tweens that combines good foot comfort with solid support and functionality. The upper is made of a lightweight and abrasion-resistant ripstop mesh with tough reinforcements along the sides, toe, and heel. Good grip and sturdy ankle support additionally help
provide the confidence needed to tackle the trail ahead.
231 Black/Orange

514 Navy/
Ocean

4817 Grape/
Fuchsia

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof
• Rubber outsole
• Enhanced grip
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Additional (added)
stability and support
• Reflective details

Tind Mid GTX

3-91145

Mid Cut Jr. Hiking Shoes

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-41

31.08.22

Looking for a hiking shoe that can do it all? Tind Mid GTX is a lightweight, mid-profile designed for extended support and agility, letting them
move quickly over and comfortably over any terrain. The GORE-TEX® membrane and durable construction, with integrated toe and heel, protection keeps your feet dry and protected in wet and muddy conditions. Inside, a breathable, lightweight EVA insole improves the cushioning and
speed laces ensure no loose laces on the trail!
2 Black

7967 Mid Grey/
Ruby Red

563 Navy/Rust

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Speed lacing for quicker
transitions and an adaptive fit
• Additional (added) stability and support
• Engineered mesh (Material)
• Protective mudguard
• Rubber outsole

Jack Mid GTX Warm

3-90170

Cold Weather, Waterproof Urban Sneakers

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-43

31.08.22

Jack Mid GTX Warm brings a casual look and plenty of comfort to colder days at school or in the city. Jack Mid GTX Warm is made from durable
abrasion-resistant materials with reflective detailing and Gore-Tex waterproof protection. A faux fur lining adds extra warmth and insulation
on colder days. A Jr. last provides comfort during any activity. Speed laces, Velcro straps, and high traction outsoles make it easy for kids to
put on and tighten on the go.
5 Navy

6792-07109-3 - MRAW XTG DIM KCAJ

SROINUJ | SYAWRUOLOC | 22WA |

2 Black

ENOTNAP

XPT 0221-91
ONICCUPPAC

NWORB DER 92

NEW
COLOR

ENOTNAP
XPT 3024-91

THGIN SSELNOOM

KCALB 2

ENOTNAP
XPT 4194-91
LAET PEED

EULB KRAD 67

61 Khaki

93 Eggshell

ENOTNAP
XPT 5193-61
YOLLA

YERG LRAEP 59

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Synthetic /Textile

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Machine washable 30°C
• Enhanced grip
• Rubber outsole
• Reflective details
• Additional (added) stability and support

Eagle Mid GTX Warm

3-90150

2976 Redbrown/
Dark Blue

Jr. Cold Weather, Waterproof Urban Shoes

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-43

31.08.22

Eagle Warm GTX Jr. is a mid-cut winter sneaker made from premium materials, packed with comfort and urban style. The high-quality suede
leather outer houses a Gore-Tex membrane for waterproof protection and fleece lining for a little extra warmth when things get cold.Elastic laces and a Velcro strap make getting in and out a breeze. Reflective detailing increases visibility after dark, and a rubber outsole with a unique
tread pattern grips well on slippery surfaces.
5 Navy

2 Black

92-05109-3 - MRAW XTG DIM ELGAE

SROINUJ | SYAWRUOLOC | 22WA |

MUG

ENOTNAP

XPT 0084-11
CNALB ED CNALB

ENOTNAP

ENOTNAP

XPT 2131-71
KNIM REVLIS

LLEHSGGE 39LARUTAN KRAD 24

XPT 0221-91
ONICCUPPAC

NWORB DER 92

NEW
COLOR

29 Redbrown

24 Hunting
Green

62 Plum

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Leather / Textile

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Rubber outsole
• Suede leather
• Enhanced grip
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Reflective details
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Junior
Outdoor
Lucas Mid WP Warm Jr

NEW
COLOR

Jr. Urban Rubber Boot

3-91715
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

31-41

31.08.22

Lucas Mid WP Warm Jr. is a casual, mid-high urban boot constructed from premium materials with plenty of comfort for colder days at school
or in the city. These boots come with a soft, insulated lining that boosts warmth on cold days. For wet or snowy conditions, there is a fully waterproof membrane, so small feet stay dry and warm. The high traction outsole made from 100 percent rubber ensures reliable grip on slippery
surfaces. For every day, urban adventures, Lucas fits right in.
277 Black/Charcoal
NEW
COLOR

2976 Redbrown/
Dark Blue

570 Navy/
Honey

MRAW XTG DIM ENIHPESOJ 66-03129-3

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof
• Machine washable 30°C
• Suede leather
• Warmlined
• Climate control insole

SROINUJ | SYAWRUOLOC | 22WA |

MUG

REVLIS

ENOTNAP

NEW

XPT 2060-11
ETIHW WONS

MAERC 66

Josephine Mid GTX Warm

ENOTNAP
XPT 0084-11
CNALB ED CNALB

GORE-TEX Protected Winter Sneakers

llehsggE 39

3-92130
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-41

31.08.22

Meet Josephine! These everyday winter sneakers feature a durable design, warm waterproof protection by GORE-TEX with a casual relaxed
look, and comfortable construction! GORE-TEX synthetic wool lining and waterproof membrane work together to insulate warmth and keep
feet protected and dry on cold, wet winter days. Reflective details add extra visibility after dark, and rubber outsoles keep them comfortably
on their feet throughout the day.
66 Cream

2 Black

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Synthetic /Textile

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Rubber outsole
• Reflective details
• Engineered mesh (Material)
• Easy on/off and quick adjustability
with velcro
• Machine washable 30°C

Anna Mid WP Warm

3-91705

Cold Weather, Waterproof Urban Sneakers

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-41

31.08.22

Anna Mid Warm WP is an urban winter shoe ideal for everyday use. Anna features an insulated lining and waterproof membrane. Regular laces
and a premium abrasion-resistant suede upper are perfect for girls ready for a more mature look. Kid tested and parent-approved, Anna Mid
Warm WP combines style with Vikings legendary performance and quality that parents expect.

2 Black

NEW
COLOR

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Leather

• Waterproof
• Full grain leather
• Easy on/off with Zipper
• Rubber outsole
• Reflective details

Maia Zip High GTX Warm

3-91120

Waterproof Jr. Winter Boots with Zipper

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-41

31.08.22

Discover comfort and cool-id style all in one place with Maia Zip High GTX Warm. A durable, reinforced textile outer is outfitted with adjustable laces for the right look and feel - A hidden side zipper allows for quick ins and outs. Top to bottom insulating lining and faux fur details
keep feet warm, and a waterproof Gore-Tex Membrane keeps them protected. Underneath, a high-quality rubber outsole will add traction for
an excellent grip in slippery winter conditions.
202 Black/Black
NEW
COLOR

7439
Denim/Dark
Pink

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Easy on/off with Zipper
• Rubber outsole
• Vegan
• Machine washable 30°C
• Additional (added) stability and support

40

Junior
Outdoor
Snofnugg Mid GTX Warm

Insulated, Waterproof Jr. Winter Boots

3-90190
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-41

31.08.22

Urban style for the coldest days and coolest kids - Snofnugg Mid GTX Warm delivers the warmth and comfort needed for any occasion this
winter. These slip-on boots are constructed for durability, with GORE-TEX waterproof protection and integrated reflective details for added
visibility after dark. A soft and cozy liner retains heat and delivers added comfort throughout the day. Elastic laces keep things quick and easy,
rubber outsoles provide reliable traction throughout the day.
2 Black
73-09109-3 - MRAW XTG DIM GGUNFONS

SROINUJ | SYAWRUOLOC | 22WA |

ENOTNAP
XPT 3010-11
TERGE

LARTUEN 0

ENOTNAP

XPT 8021-41
MAERC HSIRI

ENOTNAP

EGIEB 83

XPT 0150-91
ATAMALAK

EVILO 73

NEW
COLOR

93 Eggshell

37 Olive

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Machine washable 30°C
• Reflective details
• Climate control insole
• Enhanced grip
• Additional (added) stability and support

Alma WP R Warm

3-91700

Waterproof Jr. Slip-on Winter Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

30-41

31.08.22

Jump into winter this year with Alma! Alma High WP R Warm features insulated waterproof construction with reflective details to help you
get off on the right foot! The warm-lined shaft is designed to keep out the snow and cold while keeping kids warm and toasty. The lower boot
features soft natural suede that provides both durable reinforcement and style points. Slip-on design makes for the easy ins and outs, and a
grippy rubber outsole adds traction everywhere they go.
77 Charcoal
NEW
COLOR

94 Dusty Pink

NEW
COLOR

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Water Proof Lining
• Upper Material: Textile / Leather

• Waterproof
• Easy slip on/off
• Highly reflective
• Full grain leather
• Rubber outsole

Alba High GTX Warm

3-91100

Insulated, Waterproof Jr. Winter Boots

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

28-41

31.08.22

Experience nothing but toasty toes and dry socks all winter long! Alba GTX keeps snow and moisture out with a tall warm-lined boot shaft,
sock-fit finish, and drawstring toggle closure. A breathable Gore-tex waterproof membrane ensures feet stay dry, so melting snow and moisture stay out. Perfect for staying warm on snowy days, Alba GTX is lightweight waterproof and perfect for walking to school or playing outside!

202 Black/Black
NEW
COLOR

62 Plum

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/Rubber
• Lining material: Gore-Tex Insulated, Koala
• Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

• Waterproof with GORE-TEX
• Ease the slide in w/pull tab
• Reflective details
• Rubber outsole
• Machine washable 30°C
• Vegan

41

Kids
Outdoor
Slush

Neoprene Insulated Rubber Boot

5-11000
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

23-38

31.08.22

Rain, slush, snow and mud! Conquer them all with this versatile, all-weather rubber boot that was built for unpredictable weather. Slush
features an insulating neoprene liner and lightweight TPR neoprene shaft: the lower portion of the boot is made of durable, reinforced rubber.
A grippy rubber outsole features a unique tread pattern that continues up the sides, providing extra lateral traction when side-stepping up
snowy or muddy slopes.
53 Antiquerose

2 Black

5 Navy

917 Pink/
Fuchsia

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber
• Lining material: Neoprene
• Upper Material: Rubber/Neoprene

• Lightweight
• Waterproof
• Neoprene lining for
insolation and comfort.
• Vegan
• Handwash
• Additional (added) stability and support

NEW

Playrox

Ultra Lightweight Thermo Boot

5-11010
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

21-39

31.08.22

Kick-off this season with Playrox! These ultra-lightweight boots keep kids light on their toes and are noticeably lighter than comparable
thermo boot styles. Playrox is warm lined and insulating - made from EVA ,with natural thermal properties that provide added insulation and
warmth. These nearly weightless boots have natural flex points for easy play and comfort, and an integrated rubber sole, with a multidirectional tread pattern designed to prevent slips and keep kids on their feet.
21 Violet

37 Olive

2 Black

5 Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA
• Lining material: Warm Lining (pile)
• Upper Material: EVA

• Lightweight
• Easy slip on/off
• Designed for Scandinavian winters
• Ergonomic fit for growing feet
• Rubber outsole
• PVC free

53 Antiquerose

NEW

Ecorox 1.0

Sustainable Lightweight Thermo Boot (35)

5 Navy

4853 Grape/
Antique Rose

5805 Cognac/
Navy

Size

Delivery

21-39

31.08.22

Ecorox 1.0 is the first in a line-up of next-generation sustainability-focused winter footwear. The Ecorox design was influenced by our
bestselling kids boots,and inspired by our sustainability mission. Developed from bio-based materials using 33% renewable resources,
Ecorox adds a little sustainability in every step, and is a category leader for sustainability development.
Ecorox 1.0. is an insulated, lightweight Thermo boot with an effortless on-and-off style that keeps little feet warm, dry, and protected.
Comfort rated down to -20, these boots feature a wool-blend lining created for maximum warmth and durability. Tough outsoles with
multidirectional lugs deliver traction, shock absorption, and abrasion resistance on snowy roads and slushy sidewalks.

405 Green/Navy

42 Dark natural

5-92950
Price: FILL HERE

277 Black/
Charcoal

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: PU
• Lining material: Wool/Polyester
• Upper Material: PU

• Developed from bio-based materials
• Easy slip on/off
• Designed for Scandinavian winters
• Additional toe reinforcement
• PVC free
• Wool-blend lining

ULTRA 2.0

5-25100

Classic thermo boot

Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

21-39

31.07.22

A modern classic - Ultra 2.0 is quick to get on and off and easy to clean and 40% lighter than comparable PVC or rubber boots and offers 2.5
times more insulation than normal PU boots. Combined with a lofty wool blend lining, Ultra 2.0 keeps feet warm down to -20°C. Viking’s Nordic
last leaves some extra space for the toes and stays comfortable all day long. Thick PU soles with robust lugs grip the ground and deliver
reliability stability on snow and ice.
4303 Mustard/Grey

203 Black/
Grey

4403 Mossgreen/
Grey

577 Navy/
Charcoal
NEW
COLOR

4803 Grape/
Grey

1716 Fuchsia/
Purple

2305 Cobolt/
Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: PU
• Lining material: Wool/Polyester
• Upper Material: PU

• Wool-blend lining
• Designed for Scandinavian winters
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Easy slip on/off
• PVC free
• Removable insole
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FROST FIGHTER

Designed for Scandinavian winters

5-24150
Price:

FILL HERE

Size

Delivery

21-39

31.08.22

Frost Fighter was developed for the coldest days of the year! An ultra-warm wool blend lining helps keep small feet insulated and warm down
to -20 °with the help of the lightweight and insulating Elastopan outer body. An elastic band around the cuff helps lock in heat and keeps snow
and debris out! An extra thick PU sole grips the ground with robust lugs and keeps plenty of space between the feet and the frozen ground.

2177 Violet/Charcoal

203 Black/Grey

505 Navy/Navy

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: PU
• Lining material: Wool/Polyester
• Upper Material: PU

• Wool-blend lining
• Designed for Scandinavian winters
• Snow lock for deep snow
• Easy slip on/off
• PVC free
• Removable insole

Extreme 2.0

5-75450

Size

Delivery

Price:

21-39

31.08.22

Award Winning Thermo Boot

FILL HERE

Award winning design, kid tested and parent approved- Extreme 2.0 is a warm, comfortable waterproof boot for all-day wear. Constructed from
Elastopan, Extreme is 100% PVC-free, 40% lighter than comparable PVC or rubber boots and offers 2.5 times more insulation than normal PU
boots with twice the durability. With the help of a wool blend liner, Extreme 2.0 effectively keeps feet warm down to -20°C. The sole of this
boot is made from TPU known for its excellent wear and non-slip properties.

2461 Hunting Green/Khaki
NEW
COLOR

277 Black/
Charcoal

552 Navy/
Dark Red

1337 Yellow/Olive

NEW
COLOR

3996 Dark Pink/
Magenta

9453 Dusty Pink/
Antique Rose

NEW
COLOR

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: TPU/PU
• Lining material: Wool/Polyester
• Upper Material: PU

• Wool-blend lining
• Designed for Scandinavian winters
• Snow lock for deep snow
• Speed lacing for quicker
transitions and an adaptive fit
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Wool-blend lining

Istind

5-27200

Size

Delivery

Price:

25-40

01.10.22

Modern Thermo Boot

FILL HERE

Lace-up and go! Istind delivers warmth and comfort on the coldest days! Istind is constructed from durable materials and features high traction soles, heel and toe reinforcements, and elastic laces with a toggle for an easy-to-get-on style. Istind is 40% lighter than comparable PVC
or rubber boots and offers 2.5 times more insulation than regular PU boots. Combined with a removable and fast-drying fuzzy and warm wool
blend liner, Istind keeps feet warm down to -20°C.
510 Navy/Red
NEW
COLOR

6294 Plum/
Dusty Pink

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: PU
• Lining material: Wool/Polyester
• Upper Material: Textile

• Wool-blend lining
• Removable inner boot
• Designed for Scandinavian winters
• Easy slip on/off
• Additional toe reinforcement
• Ease the pull off w/heel spur

Rogne

5-80520

Size

Delivery

Price:

23-38

31.08.22

Insulated Waterproof boot

FILL HERE

Rogne is an insulated waterproof winter boot that brings together a TPR outsole with a PU upper. A 3mm Thinsulate water-resistant insulation
works together with a 100% polyester warm lining to keep feet warm and happy. Rogne keeps kids dry and comfortable without any unnecessary added weight, with construction featuring hydrophobic fibers for advanced water resistance.

203 Black/Grey

7796 Charcoal/
Magenta

Specifications

Product information

• Sole/midsole: TPR
• Lining material: Polyester
• Upper Material: PU / Textile

• Waterproof
• Easy on/off and quick
adjustability with velcro.
• Designed for Scandinavian winters
• 3M Thinsulate water resistant insulation
• Handwash
• Additional toe reinforcement
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